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Richard Moyle, Songs from the Second Float: A Musical Ethnography of Taku 
Atoll, Papua New Guinea. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2007. xxiv + 
306 pp., numerous illustrations, maps, musical examples, notes, glossary, biblio-
graphy, index. ISBN 9780824831752 (cloth) US$ 56.00.
With this book, Richard Moyle has written the first full ethnography of the atoll of Takū. 
However, this book is not his first publication about the atoll, which lies in the far east of 
Papua New Guinea, approximately two hundred kilometers east of Bougainville. Moyle has 
conducted research on Takū for almost two decades, the first fieldwork visit being in 1994, 
and has published a collection of stories from the atoll entitled Nā Kkai Takū: Takū’s Musi-
cal Fables (2003), followed by an audio CD of songs that shares the same title as this mono-
graph (but that was released prior to it, in 2005). These previous publications should be seen 
as complementary pieces that, together with the present volume, illustrate the extraordinary 
cultural life that the people of Takū live.
Takū has a particular history. While it suffered enormously, like so many places in the 
world, from colonization by Europeans in terms of the people’s health and lifestyle, remark-
ably the people of Takū—whose total population dropped to as low as seventeen in the late 
nineteenth century (there is currently a total estimated population of nine hundred, inclusive 
of those living off the atoll)—were able to take active steps to determine their future. One of 
the key actions was to ban missionaries from the atoll. Subsequently, Christianity was denied 
a stronghold on the population until relatively recently, with no churches being permitted to 
be built on the atoll until the year 1999. This history is in contrast to many other locations in 
the Pacific, whose engagement with Christianity has been completely and irrevocably all-con-
suming since the very beginnings of colonial history. However, Moyle clearly points out that 
this does not result in a clear continuation of ancestral musical practices since the first contact 
between Europeans and the people of Takū— history is much more complicated than that.
From the title of the book, one anticipates that Moyle’s focus will be on music—par-
ticularly song—of Takū atoll. However, as is the case across the Pacific, “music” cannot be 
separated from body movement, nor can it be separated from its performance context. Moyle 
does an exceptional job documenting both music and dance with extensive text descriptions, 
song texts, translations, and musical notations, and a considerable number of black and white 
images of performances in action. It is always the challenge of the scholar of performing arts 
to be able to convey effectively, using the written word, an intangible art form that combines 
a number of the senses. This book may have been at risk of being one-dimensional, simply 
because of the conventions of the written word, were it not for Moyle’s evocative writing, 
multi-faceted layers of documentation, and, in particular, quality contemporary photography 
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(in addition to a handful of intriguing and enhancing archival images). Many of these images, 
taken either by Moyle or by Hamish Macdonald, a professional photographer then engaged 
at the Department of Anthropology at the University of Auckland, have a certain depth to 
them that works to animate the photographs. Such quality photography is of vital importance 
as the author attempts to convey to the reader the nature of Takū dance. To hear some of the 
examples of the songs that are documented in print in Moyle’s book, the reader can refer to 
the CD release of the same name (the website for ordering copies in listed at the end of the 
Preface). While a separate CD release is not as convenient as having a CD attached to the 
inside cover of the book, it is good to know that audio examples of the Takū sound world are 
readily available.
Moyle’s book is published within the Pacific Islands Monograph Series, which is a joint 
effort of the University of Hawai’i Press and the Center for Pacific Islands Studies (CPIS), 
University of Hawai’i, and the book opens with a note by General Editor and then Director of 
the CPIS, David Hanlon. The layout is beautifully clear and sensitive to the material, the maps 
in particular a joy to examine. This publication is a gem in the series and brings credit to what 
is already a well established and world-renowned Pacific Studies center.
Although published in 2007, the book was completed in 2003, and so contains a brief 
2005 postscript, updating the reader on some changes that had taken place on subsequent vis-
its to the atoll. Moyle rightly acknowledges that his documentation is located in a particular 
point in time and is subsequently bounded by this temporality. There is a real sense of the 
finite nature of Takū cultural life in its current geographical location. Due to a combination 
of rising sea levels and accelerating erosion, the people of Takū have only a limited time left 
to continue their life as they know it in their homeland. This fact must provide extraordinary 
impetus for the researcher, in addition to a heavy responsibility for the quality of the docu-
mentation. It also makes the work particularly poignant, as potentially this work may well 
represent the final word on Takū culture from the atoll itself. Future research projects on Takū 
culture will, it seems, necessarily occur on the islands where the Takū people are to relocate—
namely, Bougainville.
This book is an example of meticulous research and impeccable scholarship by someone 
who has devoted a lifetime and an extensive academic career to researching and teaching 
about the musics and cultures of Oceania. It is a significant work, not only from the perspec-
tive of music scholarship but from other disciplines as well. Readers from Pacific Studies, 
anthropology, history and linguistics will find much in this work that will be of interest and 
with which they can engage. The book’s expansive and inclusive gaze encompasses life on 
Takū as a whole, positioning the performing arts as the center from whence this world spins. 
The book is a legacy for the Takū people—both present and future generations—as they face 
a future in another place entirely.
Kirsty Gillespie
Tong Soon Lee, Chinese Street Opera in Singapore. Urbana: University of Illi-
nois Press, 2009. ix + 218 pp., 34 b/w illustrations, notes, glossary, bibliography, 
index. ISBN 9780252032462 (cloth) US$40.00.
Chinese street opera in Singapore in the 1970s conjured up, from my childhood memories, 
open-air stage, street vendors, temple festivals. Armed with little low stools, the children 
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would eagerly march to the front of the stage to bag a place for the best view, while the adults 
bought little snacks for us children to feast on while the opera was being performed. For the 
next two to three hours, old and young alike would enjoy the visual and gastronomic feasts. 
By the early 1980s, such scenes were fast disappearing; although street operas were still be-
ing performed for temple festivals, the number of “human” audiences was sadly dwindling. 
Tong Soon Lee’s book is an interesting account of the transformation of Chinese street opera 
in Singapore. He traces the decline, revival, re-contextualization and re-imagining of a genre 
that has filled different roles as a marker of identity from the time of the arrival of the Chinese 
to the island from the mid-nineteenth century when close links are maintained with China to 
modern times as the island nation begins to search for and construct its own cultural identity.
In the Introduction, following the outlining of the demographic make-up of Singapore, 
Lee introduces two types of performance traditions—professional versus amateur—the back-
drop of his discussion throughout the book, the former being a commercial entity, its perform-
ers often poorly educated and performance standards low, in contrast to the non-profit ama-
teur troupes where performers come from a more educated background and strive for higher 
artistry in performance. In this chapter, Lee also briefly outlined the change in Chinese street 
opera and the ideology of amateurism and Confucianism. Chapters 1 and 2 track the dominant 
operatic forms, namely that of the Cantonese, Fujianese and Chaozhou dialectal groups, and 
the social organization, performance contexts, processes of teaching, learning and perfor-
mance of professional troupes from around the mid-nineteenth century to the 1990s. Using 
archival material, eyewitness accounts by foreign officials residing in Singapore at the end of 
the nineteenth century, and announcements in the first Chinese newspaper established in the 
early twentieth century, Lee was able to build a vibrant picture of opera performances among 
the different ethnic groups in the early colonial period: Chinese opera was not only an impor-
tant part of religious festivals but it was also popular as secular entertainment in teahouses, 
restaurants and indoor theaters.
The genre also revealed interesting social organization among early Chinese immigrants: 
opera was a marker of ethnic identity, each ethnic group supporting their own regional opera. 
At the same time, the huge support given to opera by the early immigrant Chinese in Singa-
pore was also “an important means through which overseas Chinese expressed their national-
istic sentiments” (p. 31), their loyalty still laying very much in the late Qing imperial dynasty 
and then later, turning to support Sun Yat-sen’s Republican revolution.
Following Singapore’s independence first from Great Britain and from the Federation of 
Malaysia in 1965, its transformation as a modern nation state also saw a shift in its cultural 
dynamics. Modern forms of entertainment such as the movies, spoken theaters (huaju), song-
and-dance troupes (gewutuan) and amusement parks began to compete with more traditional 
genres such as the opera. Theaters built in amusement parks became the new venue for opera 
performance. But by the 1990s, dwindling interest in Chinese opera relegated professional op-
era performance to a purely functional role of serving religious function. At the same time, as 
education standard rises, change in the perception of traditional culture also heralded the rise 
of amateur opera groups. From the late 1980s, the state began promoting Confucianism ethics 
in reaction to the erosive impacts of Westernization through modernization. As Confucianist 
aesthetics of the amateur pursuit in self-cultivation permeated cultural discourse, performing 
Chinese opera becomes “a celebration of social status more than an achievement of technical 
expertise” (p. 92), thereby valorizing it.
Just as we begin to wonder about the fate of professional Chinese street opera in modern 
contemporary Singapore, Lee, in Chapters 4 and 5, describes the re-contextualization of Chi-
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nese street opera: the first, an opera gala showcase organized by grassroots temple from the 
early 1990s onward, the other, the performance of Cantonese opera as a tourist attraction in 
the re-developed historical area of Clarke Quay by Singapore River. The temple, in creating a 
unique space and context for Chinese street opera to be showcased not only as a ritual-related 
event to celebrate the birthday of its deity but also by holding marathon performances (the 
longest number of days was 105 in 2004) by local Fujianese and Chaozhou opera troupes and 
troupes from Malaysia, China and Taiwan, gave professional Chinese opera troupes a boost as 
each troupe compete to give its best performance during the gala. The event also attracted an 
unusually large number of audience and fans perhaps only reminiscent of the earlier colonial 
periods. The opera gala also created a new social phenomenon: while previously, religious 
institutions were the main sponsors of street opera, today, individual members of the temple 
readily sponsor opera performances in order to obtain spiritual blessings. Thus the opera gala 
organized by the temple becomes a site for both old and new social practices and results in the 
elevation of the status of professional opera troupes.
Paradoxically, street opera promoted by the Singapore Tourism Board in the redeveloped 
historical area surrounding Clarke Quay by the Singapore River is repackaged as the authen-
tic representation of traditional Chinese street opera and its performance by the government-
funded “professional” troupe with highly educated artists possessing high artistry is projected 
as the company injecting life into a dying tradition even if professional troupes have contin-
ued to survive to this day. Lee argues in this chapter that authenticity is achieved in this case 
via its performance process which “reflects broader changes in the meanings and values of 
national culture in contemporary Singapore” (p. 136). 
The dynamics between professional and amateur opera troupes are played out through 
the rhetoric of “culture.” Public discourse on traditional street opera, as we see in the final 
chapter, very much reflects a hegemonic concept of culture, namely that of modern Confu-
cianism, to fit a nationalistic ideal. Chinese opera performed by amateur troupes is therefore 
to be promoted as high art form at the same time that it is espoused as traditional practice with 
an unchanging history. The author, however, fails here to challenge the notion of cultural na-
tionalism in Singapore based essentially on Chinese Confucianist ideology and to question its 
marginalizing of minority representation.
While this is a stimulating and thoroughly grounded study of the development of Chi-
nese street opera and its cultural politics in Singapore, the ethnography would have benefited 
from a more detailed dissection of audience types, for example, whether performances by 
the professional or amateur troupes were favored or attended more by English-speaking or 
Chinese-speaking audience, and/or reasons for attending. An audience profile would enhance 
further understanding of the preferences for the two types of performance tradition and per-
haps indicative of the support given to one or the other. Also, since China re-opened its doors 
from the 1980s, there have been more cultural exchange and contacts between China and Sin-
gapore but this was not considered in this book apart from the mere mention of performance 
by troupes from China.
Lee touches briefly upon creativity and innovation in the last chapter; some of the innova-
tive attempts described (such as the adaptation of the Ramayana epic in the style of Huangmei 
opera, and the composition of a new Chinese opera sung in English) raise interesting ques-
tions but were only given cursory treatment here. Minor critiques apart, this book does make 
a valuable contribution to the study of traditional performing arts in Singapore and is a useful 
resource not only for ethnomusicological studies but also for non-music students alike.
Hwee-San Tan
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Raquel Z. Rivera, Wayne Marshall, and Deborah Pacini Hernandez (eds.), Reg-
gaeton. Durham: Duke University Press, 2009. xiv + 371 pp., 36 b&w illustra-
tions, endnotes, bibliography, index. ISBN 9780822343608 (cloth) US$89.95; 
ISBN 9780822343837 (paper) US$24.95.
The contributors to this pioneering volume are to be congratulated for being among the first to 
grapple with a controversial recent musical phenomenon—one that often seems to play havoc 
with conventional ways of thinking about music. Is reggaeton in fact a single entity? Can it 
accurately be thought of as a discrete genre, a distinct zone of musical practice, an expression 
of a coherent social identity? Such are the kinds of questions raised by this important book. 
In a foreword that is both insightful and droll, Juan Flores clues us in to some of the apparent 
contradictions that make this controversial youth phenomenon so ripe for scholarly analysis. 
Perceived by many listeners (especially those of a certain age) as little more than “racket,” and 
dismissed by more than a few arbiters of taste as “filth” and “trash,” this “eminently popular 
form of music” may well go down in history as “the first transnational music in the full sense 
of the term,” since it lacks “any single specifiable place of origin” (p. X).
Each of the book’s eighteen chapters (as well as a photographic interlude titled “Visual-
izing Reggaeton “) adds substantially to our understanding of reggaeton’s complex variability 
over time and space. By the end, the reader has a good sense of the wide range of locations 
and social contexts with which it has been associated and the multiplicity of meanings at-
tached to it.
The brief introduction co-authored by the editors helpfully sets the stage, but it is Wayne 
Marshall’s long and painstakingly researched examination of the origins, evolution, and fun-
damental stylistic features of reggaeton that provides an indispensable foundation for all that 
follows. The concise but detailed historical overview presented in this chapter, which stands 
alone as Part I of the book, will have lasting value. Marshall’s chapter also discusses certain 
questions of identity that have emerged in tandem with the music, giving some preliminary 
attention to the critical issues of race, class, and nationalism—as well as the related contro-
versies over ownership, authenticity, and commercialism—that loom large in several of the 
chapters that follow.
Part II of the book focuses on the disputed, but clearly important, role played by Panama 
and its early exponents of “reggae en español” (some of them already transnationals) in the 
emergence of reggaeton. The three chapters in this section, which probe the careers of foun-
dational figures Renato (Leonardo Renato Aulder) and El General (Edgardo Franco) and trace 
the trajectories of Caribbean genres such as calypso and reggae in Panama, represent valuable 
additions to the scant literature available in English on the impact of Anglophone Caribbean 
music in Central America.
Part III consists of four ethnographically grounded case studies that discuss reggaeton in 
specific settings—Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic (or rather, the Dominican diaspora, 
which includes Puerto Rico and New York), Cuba, and Miami. Jose Davila’s chapter effec-
tively shows how reggaeton was inserted into a unique mix of preexisting local and transna-
tional elements including crunkiao and Latin hip-hop when it landed in Miami around the turn 
of the millennium. Deborah Pacini Hernandez provides ample evidence of the variable ways 
in which reggaeton has been used to mediate negotiations of identity and notions of ethnicity 
and race among and between Dominicans and Puerto Ricans living in Puerto Rico and New 
York. The chapters by Raquel Rivera and Geoff Baker complement one another particularly 
nicely. Both document “moral panics” triggered by reggaeton (or its precursors), Rivera’s 
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focusing on Puerto Rico during the 1990s and Baker’s on Cuba during the first decade of the 
twenty-first century. Rivera, drawing on anthropologist Mary Douglas’ notion of symbolic 
pollution, deftly demonstrates how underground music was scapegoated and framed by au-
thorities and representatives of the state as a threat to the integrity of Puerto Rican national 
identity (ironically, only a decade or so before reggaeton, descended partly from underground, 
became Puerto Rico’s prime musical export). Baker, in a particularly well argued chapter 
comparing the fortunes of rap versus reggaeton in Cuba, shows how the unprecedented com-
mercial success and tremendous local popularity of the latter has posed serious challenges 
for Cuban intellectuals and a socialist state accustomed to popular musics more conducive to 
politicization and ideological instruction than reggaeton has so far proven to be. Among the 
book’s high points, these two chapters make vital contributions to the larger literature on the 
stigmatization and demonization (and in some cases, eventual cooptation and rehabilitation) 
of popular musics originally associated with lower social strata. Baker’s chapter, in particular, 
provides plenty to think about for those interested in postcolonial contradictions and the ways 
in which, even in Africanized Caribbean contexts, local musical controversies may at times 
reproduce the hierarchical mind/body division deeply ingrained in Western constructions of 
music as art (a dichotomy recently deconstructed and challenged from a Caribbean [and Afro-
Latin] perspective in a much-praised book by Quintero Rivera, 2009).
Part IV, “Visualizing Reggaeton,” as previously mentioned, is given over to an assort-
ment of photographs, with contributions from Miguel Luciano, Carolina Caycedo, and Kacho 
López.
Part V makes a welcome digression into the gendering of reggaeton. Chapters by Félix Ji-
ménez and Alfredo Nieves Moreno examine Puerto Rican permutations of reggaeton, though 
from very different perspectives. The former focuses on the hypersexualized female singer 
Glory (Glorimar Montalvo Castro), whose attempts to carve out a space of her own in the 
music business, according to the author, have served only to confirm her place in the back-
ground, as “but a fragment of reggaeton’s male totality” (p. 244). The following chapter, in 
contrast, elucidates the destabilizing approach to gender taken by Calle 13, an atypical though 
influential reggaeton act known for innovation and experimentation. The author gives primary 
attention to lyricist and front man Residente (René Pérez Joglar), whose ironic performances 
of hypermasculinity poke fun at the class-inflected macho imagery that dominates represen-
tations of gender in reggaeton. Jan Fairley’s entertainingly written chapter puzzles over the 
troubling implications of reggaeton’s (or regeton’s) huge local popularity, given its often ex-
plicitly pornographic lyrics and its intrinsically sexual dance moves, in a Cuba remade (and 
perhaps regendered) by the “Special Period” of the 1990s, when young women’s bodies were 
symbolically transformed into “convertible currency.” Each of these chapters could easily be 
brought into a productive dialogue with the growing academic literature on the “loud” forms 
of gendering and the controversies over sexual “slackness” associated with other contem-
porary Caribbean musical contexts, such as Jamaican dancehall culture or Trinidadian soca 
dancing and carnival performance.
Part V presents a diverse sampling of voices, ranging from the versified commentary of 
poet Gallego (José Raúl González) and the reflections of hip-hop and reggaeton artists Welmo 
Romero Joseph and Tego Calderón to the literary takes of Alexandra Vazquez and Frances 
Negrón-Muntaner, who direct their respective critical gazes at female star Ivy Queen (Martha 
Ivelisse Pesante) and the aforementioned Calle 13. The inclusion of commentaries by actual 
musical practitioners such as Romero and Calderón (as well as Renato and El General, who 
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are interviewed in earlier chapters) is particularly welcome, and one of the many strengths of 
this volume.
Even while presenting abundant evidence of the despatialization, deterritorialization, and 
decontextualization that make globalizing musical phenomena like reggaeton so difficult to 
pin down and treat as coherent wholes, this book also says much about the critical importance 
of localizing processes that endow even the most diffuse, boundary-defying musics with spe-
cific, situated meanings (which is why such musics are often best thought of as “translocal “). 
As much as anything, Reggaeton is a testament to the ubiquity and continuing force in real 
life of musical resignification, from one site to another, in a world fragmented by uneven glo-
balization and runaway cyberspatial exchange. Perhaps the most consistent thing about this 
elusive music is the way in which its ongoing resignification has repeatedly and variously 
crystallized tensions between notions of identity rooted in different contexts and places. Is 
reggaeton essentially Jamaican, Panamanian, Puerto Rican, Dominican, American, pan-Latin, 
Afro diasporic, or some combination of any or all of the above? Do its sounds express latini-
dad or negritude (and if the latter, which variant of racialization, which meaning of “black-
ness,” is operative)? Is it exclusively a “ghetto music” or can it also legitimately be made by 
college-educated, middle class suburbanites? Is it primarily a man’s or a woman’s music? 
Questions such as these are the stuff of popular music studies in the early twenty-first century, 
and for this reason, this book will be of interest not just to Caribbeanists (though it has a great 
deal to offer to them), but to a much broader scholarly audience. While it offers no definitive 
answers to any of these questions (and does not aim to), it does much to illuminate the ever-
shifting connections between reggaeton and the social categories and identities in question, 
and admirably lays the groundwork for future study of this quintessentially transnational mu-
sic and any sonic progeny yet to appear.
Kenneth Bilby
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Recently, a PBS documentary on Latino musics in the U. S. called the famous música norte-
ña band Los Tigres del Norte “the most famous band mainstream America never heard of.” 
This statement is symptomatic of the place of música norteña and Mexican culture in general 
within American society; an enormous population, industry, and economy that remain basi-
cally invisible to most Americans. In fact, música norteña is the bestselling Latin music genre 
in the U. S., yet it remains largely absent from American media or at best is mistaken with its 
American siblings, Texas-Mexican conjunto and música tejana. Similarly, although conjunto 
and música tejana have already been thoroughly explored in the work of Manuel Peña, José 
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Limón, and Guadalupe San Miguel, Jr., the story and practice of música norteña have been 
for the most part neglected among serious music scholars from both Mexico and the United 
States. Cathy Ragland’s Música Norteña provides a comprehensive study of the missing piece 
in this musical complex from South Texas and the North of Mexico. Ragland’s transnational 
approach pays close attention to the continuous cultural, stylistic, and migratory flows across 
the U. S.-Mexico border that have shaped these three genres in relation to and in dialogue 
with each other. Furthermore, Ragland’s focus on contemporary Mexican migration beyond 
the American Southwest provides a glimpse into the importance of the Mexican diaspora in 
shaping and influencing mainstream cultural practices back in Mexico.
Chapter one offers a review of the Mexican corrido (ballad) genre and explains that norte-
ña music is the styles where this tradition remains alive. It also exposes the differences be-
tween conjunto, Tejano and norteña in relation to the migrant populations that adopt these 
musics, concluding that norteña music has allowed Mexican immigrants to develop a sense 
of global Mexican identity disregarding where do they settle and where do they come from. 
The second chapter traces the history of norteña music to the assimilation of late nineteenth-
century European dances like the polka, schottische, waltz, and redowa by local ensembles 
like the tamborileros. She explains how slowly the accordion and the bajo sexto (twelve-string 
guitar) came to replace older instrumentations and how the arrival of music labels like Blue-
bird and RCA/Victor to the borderlands helped popularize the style of accordion players like 
Narciso Martínez in the 1940s, thus establishing the stylistic foundations of norteña music. 
Chapter three focuses on the relationship between Mexican migration new into the U. S. and 
the development of norteña music from the 1940s into the 1960s. Ragland also pays attention 
to the career of artists like Tony de la Rosa, Los Donneños, and finally Los Alegres de Terán 
to further explore how norteña and conjunto developed into two separate traditions. Here, the 
author offers a convincing analysis of musical styles by exploring singing and performance 
practices as well as lyrics.
The fourth chapter studies the popularization of norteña in relation to undocumented 
Mexican workers in the U. S. after the termination of the Bracero Program in 1964. Central 
in her discussion is the role of the Mexican film industry, in particular the figure of Eulalio 
González “Piporro” in the creation of a norteño archetype that articulated both the desire for 
Otherness within the center-periphery dichotomy in Mexico, and the discrimination experi-
enced by undocumented Mexican workers and Chicanos alike in the U. S. The chapter also 
offers an extended discussion of Ramón Ayala as the first true international star of norteña 
music, touring in both Mexico and the U. S. Particularly interesting in this section is Ragland’s 
study of the stylistic differences between norteño and Tejano through a comparative analysis 
of two recordings of “El corrido de Gerardo González” in versions by Ramón Ayala y Los 
Bravos del Norte and Los Dos Gilbertos. Chapter five focuses on Los Tigres del Norte, the 
most popular norteña music band, and pays particular attention to two aspects of their musi-
cal repertoire, narcocorridos (drug ballads) and songs about working-class Mexican migrants. 
Ragland’s goal is to show that these kinds of corridos do not celebrate crime or illegal activi-
ties as one may think, but rather they belong to a long tradition of ballads that celebrate social 
outcasts and their challenge of authority. Corridos are the voice of the dispossessed and tell 
the stories of their struggle to transcend their marginal condition. As the contemporary carriers 
of the corrido tradition, Los Tigres del Norte not only make sure to tell the stories of the Mexi-
can immigrants, they also take a political stand by critiquing U. S. and Mexican immigration 
policies that greatly affect this growing community. Furthermore, Los Tigres del Norte’s abil-
ity to cross back and forth not only the political border between Mexico and the U. S. but also 
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the border between Latino music genres has made them a powerful influence in re-shaping the 
Latino music industry and render Mexican working-class culture visible in the U. S.
Given that norteño music is the most popular Mexican music style, Ragland’s book is not 
only welcomed but necessary to better understand the Mexican culture in the U. S. Ragland’s 
transnational perspective is the perfect vehicle to address how contemporary national cultures 
are the result of migratory flows that transcend the nation-State but eventually shape its rep-
resentation. The case of norteña music is ideal because it is precisely the economic success 
of Mexicans in the U. S. what has forced Mexican media to accept a music that for decades 
was considered the epitome of bad taste and lack of sophistication. Cathy Ragland does a 
wonderful job at showing us the different social and cultural alliances, encounters, frictions, 
and negotiations that have allowed norteña music to become the symbol of the transnational 
experience of Mexican people at the end of the twentieth century. Her interdisciplinary ap-
proach, which borrows from film studies, literary studies, and music theory, the originality of 
her research project, and the currency of the topic at stake make her work an indispensable 
reading for those interested in Mexican culture, migration, American studies, Mexican stud-
ies, Chicano studies, and border studies to ethnomusicology and popular music studies. 
Alejandro L. Madrid
Steven M. Friedson, Remains of Ritual: Northern Gods in a Southern Land. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 2009. xvi + 245 pp., 2 color plates, 25 b/w illus-
trations, 23 musical examples, notes, bibliography, index. ISBN 9780226265049 
(cloth) US$55.00; ISBN 9780226265056 (paper) US$22.00;
and
James Burns, Female Voices from an Ewe Dance-Drumming Community in Gha-
na: Our Music Has Become a Divine Spirit. Farnham, Surrey, U.K.: Ashgate, 
2009.  xvii  +  215 pp.,  36  figures, musical  transcriptions,  glossary,  Interviews, 
bibliography, index. DVD included. ISBN 9780754666301 (cloth) US$54.95.
These books are rather like proverbial buses: there have been no books examining aspects of 
Ewe culture from south-east Ghana in such detail for some time, then two excellent ones come 
along together. Although their focus and narrative are quite different, they are both exploring 
music and dance, embedded in cultural and religious practices of relatively small groups of 
people in the region. Both of them struggle (and the use of the word is in no sense negative 
or pejorative) to communicate the complexity of inter-related strands and the significance of 
actions within these groups. Friedson struggles to express in words an embodied sense of mu-
sical energy, of his engagement with the history and power of traditional religion and gods, 
and his personal perspective and reaction to events. The effort to communicate these many 
facets in a language in which they did not happen (whether the change is between languages 
or between music and language) brings to mind Somé’s (1995) description of the problem of 
“ferrying meaning” between language. Burns, meanwhile, devotes almost one-third of the 
volume to a detailed analysis of the music/dance performances of a few representative group 
members using modified staff notation and text—a means of communication that probably 
comes under the heading of “the best there is, unfortunately” for addressing material of this 
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nature. Both of these volumes are greatly enlivened by offering audio-visual access to the 
events discussed. Friedson has a well-organized linked website at www.remainsofritual.com 
containing transcriptions (mostly also found in the book) with some excellent audio record-
ings and a short, edited video sequence. The recordings are presented with little compression 
(aiff format) and have a good balance between the various sonic elements—something not 
easy to achieve in a field recording that combines voices and percussion where the facilities 
for multi-channel recording are usually limited. Burns’ volume includes a fully edited and nar-
rated film on DVD, with chapters to be able to go quickly to specific performances referenced 
in the text. To be nitpicky, some of the audio levels fluctuate rather, particularly between the 
narration and the live recordings that are dominated by drums and even more by the multiple 
rattles in the performance. This is something that every ethnographer is challenged by because 
a single microphone is seldom able to record an event the way we hear it, or would like to hear 
it. Wind noise is also occasionally apparent, in interviews in particular, but these minor irrita-
tions detract little from the benefits of seeing and hearing the material.
Friedson’s research focuses on the Brekete religion of the Ewe people, with most of his 
research being based in the area around the Keta lagoon, on the Atlantic shores close to Togo. 
These religious practices claim their origins in the diagonally opposite corner of Ghana with 
a northern group of people known as “Dagarti” (only constituted as a “tribe” by the colonial 
powers in the early twentieth century). Telling this story involves trying to understand many 
narratives which contain conflicted terminology—such as Dagarti—and perceptions of “oth-
erness,” adjusted to fit a preferred cultural stereotype. Negotiating these issues, the book has 
a densely woven texture, with many threads that are examined in turn while maintaining a 
sense of an ongoing narrative.
In many ways, Friedson’s discourse is classic “thick description” with a well-communi-
cated narrative of his long-term engagement with the Ewe shrines, the traditional gods that 
were acquired from the north, their journey and relocation, the music and ritual associated 
with them, and the stories of the people he encounters. There are many moments that will be 
familiar to anyone who has ever attempted fieldwork when the researcher becomes the focus 
of attempted manipulation by opposing factions, or moments that seem to oscillate between 
melodrama/farce and the genuinely scary, and that moment that takes you outside your com-
fort zone, not only socially but in terms of actions towards other people or particularly animals 
that will be carried out with your assumed agreement and support. Taking on board the per-
sonal consequences of participant observation is one thing, but feeling responsible for others 
takes this to another level. Friedson is very open about these issues and his moral struggles 
with animal sacrifice in particular, and this means that an ongoing strand addresses the cul-
tural baggage that he carries (as do we all). This is done honestly and without histrionics, as-
sumed superiority of moral position, or implied superiority through attempting to demonstrate 
credentials as a full adherent who therefore has access to the mysteries denied to outsiders. 
However, it does mean that Friedson’s narrative cannot avoid locating itself specifically as 
one written from a culturally and intellectually “Western” perspective that he assumes he 
shares with (the majority of?) his readers. This is made explicit (p. 35) when Friedson refers to 
the activities that “we” do, including driving a car, attending lectures and listening to music. 
Friedson engages with many issues and debates in the course of his narrative and usually 
has something to contribute from the perspective of this case study of music in, and as, ritual. 
One example is that of the possible conceptions of African, specifically Ghanaian rhythms. 
This has been an issue for every non-indigenous musician who ever engaged with playing or 
transcribing this music and centers on trying to explain the interplay of rhythmic events in a 
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“universal” way, but relying on concepts derived from the western classical tradition. Fried-
son, whilst using descriptions of “cross-rhythm,” draws on earlier studies by Jones (1959), 
Locke (1979), and Agawu (2006) to propose a multi-dimensional approach that has a matrix 
filled with interlocking pulses where each requires the conceptual if not the actual sonic pres-
ence of the other. Friedson still refers to this as “cross-rhythm” though, rather than taking the 
model a stage further to address Nzewi’s concerns about the use of this terminology (RW.
ERROR—Unable to find reference:51), although Friedson makes it clear that he does not 
consider the rhythms or pulses to be “against” each other (p. 153). This debate threads through 
several chapters, sometimes with a really engaging sense of the struggle to communicate 
something that Friedson has experienced and feels deeply, and at other times with a slightly 
frustrating sense of incompleteness, such as his observation that, “Playing Ewe music, how-
ever, is not how individual parts fit into a whole […] That was Agawu’s (2003, 2006) mistake” 
(pp. 117–8). There is no direct citation of where Agawu made or implied this view and no 
further exposition of this mistake, although Friedson offers an alternative in the description of 
his concept of Ewe rhythm.
There are other places where Friedson seems not to ask questions that seem quite obvious; 
if the northern gods of the title were acquired from the Dagarti (and Friedson does address 
this disputed terminology) who inhabit north-west Ghana, why was the Brekete drum from 
the Dagomba (north-east Ghana) chosen and adapted for the musical elements of the ritual? 
Friedson also doesn’t offer any comment on the narrative he was offered about the acquisi-
tion of the northern gods by Kwasi Anibra (high priest of the Brekete). This refers to the town 
of Dukuma “where Kunde was worshipped” (p. 22) but Dukuma is a place near Lake Volta 
towards the northern part of Ewe lands and nowhere near the Dagarti territory of Upper West 
region. There are several issues in the Ewe perception of the religious practices of the Dagarti 
that show the extent to which the narrative of the derivation of the pantheon ignores incon-
venient facts and creates a somewhat mythical “other” of the Dagarti. Many Ewe believe that 
all northerners are Muslim and Friedson points out the irony that the Dagarti are one of the 
most Christian groups—probably due to the fact that that when the Catholic White Fathers 
were proselytizing the area, they categorized any group that refused conversion as something 
other than Dagarti. Friedson in fact suggests exoticism as one of the reasons why the Brekete 
cult was taken up in the south—something also encountered elsewhere in southern Ghana in 
relation to the north, such as amongst Fanti people in Cape Coast who may pay for the perfor-
mance of “exotic” Dagara (Dagarti) xylophone music and dance at their funerals.
The other principal thread throughout this volume is questions of ontology in relation to 
possession trance, being and knowing. Adherents become adopted by or linked with specific 
gods from the Brekete pantheon and are “ridden” by their god during rituals. During this time 
and subsequently, they have no apparent knowledge of the actions carried out by their body 
and often achieve physical feats that their conscious body could not, so what is the nature of 
this state of mind/body, how is it initiated/generated, and how do the sonic and visual context 
support this liminal state? Whilst the study that prompts and supports Friedson’s thinking is 
very specifically located in one small area in Ghana, many of the issues he addresses have far 
wider application and that makes this volume an intelligent and stimulating read from a wider 
ethnomusicological perspective as well as for the Ghanaian/West African specialist.
Burns’ volume explores a dance-drumming community in the town of Dzodze, a few 
miles further north from Friedson. In some ways, this is a more traditional ethnomusicological 
study, presenting the group in a socio-cultural context and analyzing their music, but taking 
a very current perspective in the presentation of individual performers and a linked film on 
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the DVD included with the volume. It is again the result of a long association with the group 
that has built up trust and understanding based on mutual respect—a common attribute of 
both these authors. Burns comments that, “Looking back over my time in Dzodze, I find that 
I spent less time conducting formal ‘research’ than I did simply sharing songs and lives with 
my new extended family” (p. 17). The implied model of the disinterested researcher making 
objective observations has been long since demolished, but the work model remains strong 
for many researchers.
The Dzigbordi group that Burns studies is a recent traditional innovation—and that is not 
an oxymoron. The drum music used is a well-known Ewe piece/style but updated and trans-
formed for a new function. The artistry and innovation comes from the fact that the most of 
the creative impetus comes from women members of this group who each have their own song 
and specific dance that says something about their lives within the community. Burns spends 
time introducing us to the women, both in text and on video, telling us something of their lives 
and trying to explain the significance of musical, linguistic and somatic gestures. One of the 
challenges is the Ewe language, which local people acknowledge is “deep” and through which 
people develop a talent for offering words that allude to an issue for the speaker/singer, but 
in such a way that listeners may hear a different message according to their perspective. The 
performers presented range from mature women who are struggling to bring up a number of 
children with absentee fathers because of Ewe marriage traditions, to a 12-year-old schoolgirl, 
who still has her own hardships and story to tell. From each of these, we learn something of 
their story, seeing and hearing them on the DVD as well as in text, their song is heard and 
transcribed—in both staff notation and words—and significant features pointed out, the inter-
action of the song with the drum ensemble is analyzed, and the meaning of dance movements 
also explored. This means that the reader has a much better sense of some of the individual 
contributions that constitute the whole, rather than a more general abstraction of features. We 
are also able to experience the ways in which the women inform and negotiate their position 
with the local community, with music enabling statements that would be more difficult in a 
different context and dance emphasizing meanings or sometimes offering humor as a way of 
engaging the audience when difficult things have to be said.
References to the DVD and the overall quality of the recorded material lift this whole 
volume. The text/notation on their own are very thorough but sometimes dense in a way that 
only verbal analysis of music—describing the technical elements and their significance—can 
be, and if the music can only be seen through notation—the problems of which for the repre-
sentation of music, particularly African music, have been widely discussed—then this volume 
would be less approachable for a reader not already interested or engaged by the intricacies 
of West African dance-drumming. As it is, the DVD offers a window that makes this far more 
accessible and also enables many other factors to be directly observed—such as the role of 
men in these performances, the costume and demeanor of the women, and many other aspects 
of the context that would occupy many long pages with much less meaning if described only 
from an authorial perspective.
Burns’ volume is constructed in an established academic way, beginning with general is-
sues of music and identity in an African town and locating these observations within the work 
of other writers dealing with issues such as performance, oral literature, Self/Other boundar-
ies in research, religious perspectives, and the daily life of people in Dzodze. The rest of the 
book is then presented in just four chapters with an increasingly sharp and personal focus, 
progressing through the social environment for female artists, then exploring the meanings of 
the dance space, before exploring the Dzigbordi Habכbכ group as a context, within which the 
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artistry of the women chosen to exemplify the style are presented in the final chapter. As with 
Friedson’s work, this book communicates within a number of frames, so will be of interest 
to anyone engaged by West African dance-drumming (with the video enabling more exami-
nation of the dance than is often the case), through to more general interests in the way that 
traditions are being re-created and updated, accessing under-represented musical creativity by 
women, and general concerns about the role and dialogue produced by an ethnographer.
Trevor Wiggins
Gabriel Solis and Bruno Nettl (eds.), Musical Improvisation: Art, Education, and 
Society. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009. xv + 347 pp., musical exam-
ples, endnotes, index. ISBN 9780252076541 (paper), US$ 30.00.
Although for long misunderstood, institutionally disparaged, and unjustly ignored or looked at 
askance, musical improvisation has turned a corner of late, becoming something of a growth 
industry for critical practice, pedagogy, and scholarship in a range of adjacent fields. Numer-
ous recent research activities, projects, and sustained critical endeavors have, indeed, had 
the salutary effect of breaking open a genuinely vital new field of interdisciplinary scholarly 
inquiry, one that, through the conferences, books, journal, and educational and outreach work 
associated with one such project (my own large-scale multi-institutional and collaborative Im-
provisation, Community, and Social Practice initiative), I’ve taken to calling “Critical Studies 
in Improvisation.” That such a “field” should have come to be is, perhaps, not entirely surpris-
ing, given both the oft-noted ubiquitousness of improvisatory practices in the music-making 
of so many world cultures, and the virtues of engagement, dialogue, respect, and community-
building that, at least in some of its most provocative historical instances, have been inculcat-
ed through improvisatory music-making. Musical Improvisation: Art, Education, and Society 
is a welcome addition to this emerging field of study. As the volume’s pioneering co-editor 
Bruno Nettl aptly summarizes in his Preface to this collection of nineteen essays, “In the last 
50 years I’ve detected a change from dismissive judgment to the feeling that improvisation is 
something grand, magnificent, if also inscrutable” (p. X). Noting that improvisation in music 
might now be seen to occupy both a place of honor and a place of mystery, Nettl and his co-
editor Gabriel Solis build on a predecessor volume (Nettl and Melinda Russell’s 1998 collec-
tion In the Course of Performance) to bring together scholars and creative practitioners from 
a variety of musical traditions and perspectives to focus on the process of music making in 
performance rather than on music made (or fixed and canonized works of art).
As the book’s subtitle implies, the volume is divided into three separate, though inter-
linked, sections (on musical improvisation as related to creative processes, to social relation-
ships, and to education), with each section anchored by a longer essay. Containing essays and 
case studies on topics ranging from keyboard improvisation in the Baroque period, to lament 
singers in rural Ukraine, to jazz, to Beethoven, Chopin, and John Cage, to participatory music-
making, to pedagogy, to Hindustani, Iranian, and other non-Western musical traditions, the 
collection offers insightful readings and analyses of many diverse process-oriented models of 
practice. I certainly found myself attracted to the book’s tripartite structure, and, in particular, 
to its promise of exploring musical improvisation in terms of some of its broader social and 
pedagogical contexts. After all, the overall failure of scholars to investigate the social implica-
tions of improvised music has led to a broader failure to recognize the extent to which it pro-
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vides a trenchant model for flexible, dynamic, and dialogical social structures that can be both 
ethical and respectful of identity and difference. Given this serious lack in our understanding 
of how improvisational music produces its social, cultural, and political effects, there seems to 
me to be significant scope to address vital questions concerning how improvisation articulates 
conceptions of race, culture, ethnicity, class, nation, and gender, as well as how improvisation 
might be seen to symbolize history, memory, agency, and difference. Some of these matters 
are, indeed, referenced in Musical Improvisation: Art, Education, and Society, as are impor-
tant topics such as canonization, cross-culturality, and institutionalization, but they are not 
always developed as fully or in as sustained a manner as I might have liked to see. And while 
one of the strengths of the collection may, at some level, reside in the diversity of critical and 
cultural perspectives it offers, that diversity may also, as Solis himself admits in his Introduc-
tion, be something of a weakness, for at times the critical force and unifying focus of the vol-
ume’s overall argument, the key polemical debates, run the risk of getting dissipated.
To be sure, this is sometimes a risk worth taking, especially, at least in my mind, when the 
essays at hand compel us both to take up larger questions, what Ingrid Monson in her impor-
tant contribution to the volume calls “the big social questions” (p. 23), and to attend, again in 
Monson’s words, to “the up close and personal aspects of music making and society” (p. 23): 
Can improvisation be taught? Why should we study it? How are we to understand the relation-
ship between improvisation and composition? How does the academicization and institution-
alization of improvisation—from the jam session and the jazz gig to the university classroom, 
for instance—change our understanding of the music? How does improvisation, as a field of 
artistic endeavor (in comparison, say, to composition), shape assumptions (aesthetic, cultural, 
socio-political) about matters as important as nationhood, identity, history, difference, origi-
nality, memory, spontaneity, judgment, value, and taste? Yet, because many of the essays feel 
somewhat self-contained in their approach, their points of emphases, and their analyses, I was 
sometimes left wanting more, craving, in particular, a more explicit consideration of what’s 
really at stake (culturally, critically, politically, institutionally, socially) in terms of the larger 
questions being raised by some of the work that’s profiled here. In short, sure, there’s a diver-
sity of points of view here, a scholarly breadth of inquiry, but—well, yes—only sort of. There 
isn’t really much, for example, in the way of diverse disciplinary perspectives. Given that 
improvisation, as so many of the essays in the volume make pointedly clear, is a complex and 
wide-ranging activity with vital artistic, cultural, social, and political implications, and given 
the volume’s explicit focus, as signaled in one the key terms in its subtitle, on understanding 
improvisation in relation to broader social processes and relationships, doesn’t its study call 
out for the use of multiple paradigms of inquiry beyond those rooted in the home discipline 
of music? If we are committed to “the study of improvisation in a variety of contexts” (p. xii), 
then what might happen if we were, for example, to add some philosophers, social theorists, 
political scientists, and literary scholars to this mix of “scholars from musicology, ethnomu-
sicology, and music education, and of improvising musicians from a number of traditions” 
(p. 1)? What sorts of new methodological paradigms might emerge, and how might we be 
encouraged to see beyond the assumptions and perspectives associated with each of these 
disciplines?
As will often be the case with anthologies of this kind, and, in part, because of the diverse 
musics covered, some of the essays will strike particular readers as being most compelling, 
while others may hold little interest. For my part, the essays by Patricia Shehan Campbell and 
John Murphy (both in the Education section) occupy the former category because they offer 
an especially resonant fit with my current interests in advancing discussion around models 
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and practices that might be developed for the teaching of improvisation, and for theories of 
education that embed improvisation itself as a methodology. Overall, then, this is an impres-
sive and often sophisticated collection of essays, and, as I noted earlier, it certainly constitutes 
a welcome addition to the field. But it’s also a little uneven. Oddly enough, part of that un-
evenness may come from a lingering sense that improvisation itself, which is, of course, the 
raison d’être for the entire book, sometimes gets short shrift. A few of the essays, while en-
gaging and valuable in their own right, mention the subject of improvisation seemingly only 
en passant, almost as a kind of afterthought to an otherwise fully-formed set of arguments. 
Solis’s excellent introduction situates all the essays succinctly in the context of the volume’s 
mandate and key areas of inquiry, but I found that the essays themselves didn’t always live 
up to the expectations generated by Solis’s generous summaries. And when improvisation 
does get mentioned in some of these essays, it doesn’t always receive the kind of sustained 
attention, integration and development, or signposting that one might expect from a volume 
in which it should surely, rightfully, to borrow again from Nettl, be allowed to hold its own 
place of honor.
Ajay Heble
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This well researched book by recent Harvard music Ph. D. Aaron Berkowitz is a significant 
scholarly contribution in a number of ways. Taking a cognitive approach to the pedagogy 
and performance of improvisation, this work is representative of the renewal of interest in 
experimental methods to explore ethnomusicological questions (see Becker 2009). Perhaps 
most significant are the similarities revealed between the acquisition of musical and linguistic 
productive competence. In a narrow sense, this book is primarily about the process of learn-
ing how to perform an improvised cadenza in the classical style on fortepiano, but its broader 
theories are relevant to a variety of scholarly fields. A model for interdisciplinary scholarship, 
The Improvising Mind develops a holistic view of creativity by artfully incorporating per-
spectives from historical musicology, ethnomusicology, linguistics, neuroscience, and psy-
chology. Having studied medicine at Johns Hopkins prior to attending Harvard, Berkowitz 
is well positioned to further research into the understanding of how the brain works in the 
process of creative performance. Even though his expertise is evident, the style is accessible 
to non-specialists due to the clear and organized quality of the writing.
The introductory chapter defines the main terms and provides an overview of scholarship 
on the psychology of learning and memory to develop a basis for the comparison of music 
and language acquisition. The act of improvisation is seen as an essential aspect of the human 
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experience. While improvisation constitutes much of spoken language, this is not the case for 
music, at least not in Western culture. Berkowitz argues that improvisation occurs within two 
types of constraints: stylistic and performance/performer. Stylistic constraints consist of the 
formulas and schemata characteristic of a particular genre that make the improvisation coher-
ent for the listener. Performance constraints, on the other hand, constitute the specific material 
of a given piece, including the harmonic form on which improvisation is based. Berkowitz 
cites the work of psychologist and musician Jeff Pressing to show that these constraints do not 
limit creativity, but manage the limited capacity of the brain, creating a framework in which 
creative thought can flourish. Berkowitz borrows the concept of competence from Noam 
Chomsky’s cognitive model of language to explain the relationship between the acquisition 
of a knowledge base and its use in performance. In addition, the distinction between explicit 
and implicit learning is theorized by Berkowitz to describe the development of competence in 
music and language. Explicit knowledge consists of ideas that can be explained and learned 
in a classroom, including things like grammar and music theory. Implicit knowledge is gained 
below the level of consciousness, such as the acquisition of a language by an infant. Explicit 
knowledge can become implicit through practice and thereby be accessed spontaneously in 
performance. Berkowitz explains how acquiring competency, by internalizing the constraints 
and knowledge base of a particular style, is like learning a second language: both implicit and 
explicit learning processes are necessary to be able to achieve competence.
The main body of the book is divided into two sections titled “Cognition in the Pedagogy 
and Learning of Improvisation” and “Cognition in Improvised Performance.” In each section 
a chapter is devoted to the comparison of music and language from a theoretical and neurosci-
ence basis. Chapters Two through Four cover the process of learning to improvise within the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century classical style from a historical and contemporary 
perspective. Berkowitz uses pedagogical treatises from this period to develop an understand-
ing of the style and the importance of improvisation within it. These writings describe the 
process a student should take in order to internalize the knowledge base (cadences, voice 
leading, and characteristic phrases) through repetition. Berkowitz divides the processes used 
to internalize this knowledge in terms of transposition, variation, and recombination. In ex-
plaining the usefulness of transposition for the internalization of the style Berkowitz writes, 
“rehearsing numerous transpositions of a musical figure not only expands the contents of the 
knowledge base, but also commences the process of organizing this acquired knowledge of in-
dividual elements for efficient and effective use in the moment of performance” (p. 45). While 
the classical style may seem a strange place to begin a discussion of musical improvisation, 
the wealth of writings and historical distance provides an interesting case study on which a 
cognitive model can be further developed. A comparison with other improvisatory traditions 
such as jazz and North Indian classical music help further an understanding of the concepts. 
While some readers might find these cross-cultural connections somewhat superficial in that 
generalizations are made, they provide evidence for a more universal applicability.
Pianists Robert Levin and Malcolm Bilson have lead a revival of improvisation in this 
historical style. Berkowitz interviews them and analyzes their written accounts of the learning 
process in order to compare their experiences with the historical treatises. Levin’s experience 
as a student of Nadia Boulanger makes him an ideal source. Berkowitz orders the process 
for gaining competence in a musical style into three stages: “incubation, internalization, and 
assimilation” (p. 82). Incubation requires immersion into the style by listening and memoriz-
ing many pieces as models of a style. Internalization is the intensive practice stage where the 
knowledge is systematized through practice. Mistakes will be made at this stage so self-eval-
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uation is essential to determine what works or not within the constrains of the style. Assimila-
tion is the continual learning that occurs through performance and teaching. By attempting to 
communicate knowledge of the style to students new realization are made. While Levin and 
Bilson didn’t study the nineteenth century pedagogical treatises directly, their experience fol-
lows the same principles established there.
By the fifth chapter enough background has been provided to explore the comparison of 
the cognitive processes in acquiring production competence of language and music on a more 
abstract level. Previous studies have dealt with perceptual competence (the ability to recog-
nize and comprehend), but this book breaks new ground in the understanding of productive 
competence. In the case of language both the ability to understand and spontaneous produce 
meaningful sentences are considered necessary, so Berkowitz applies the same criteria to mu-
sic. Studies have shown that for both language and music perceptual competence is acquired 
implicitly at a young age without any special effort by members of a society. Productive 
linguistic competence is also widely achieved without any special training, but for music the 
ability to competently improvise is rare and requires explicit training. Berkowitz develops an 
analogy between the structural components of the knowledge base of language and music to 
demonstrate how similar processes are involved in acquisition. Berkowitz favors a domain-
general approach to learning over Chomsky’s nativist model.
In the second section of the book there is a switch from a focus on learning to the perfor-
mative act itself. Berkowitz describes a creator-witness dichotomy occurring in the moment 
of performance, giving examples from various sources: “[A] constantly evolving dialogue 
emerges between the initiation of the musical flow and the response to it, a seemingly near-
universal characterization of the experience of improvisation across cultures” (p. 130). This 
occurs in language production as well; there is constant evaluation of what is being produced. 
Four temporal processes (Conceptualization, Formulation, Articulation and Self-monitoring) 
further refine the creator-witness concept. In chapter seven this phenomena is justified in 
terms of the neurobiology. Berkowitz describes two studies using fMRI scans of the brain in 
the creative moment. One of the studies, co-authored by Berkowitz, was designed to find what 
specific brain regions are active in both in melodic and rhythmic improvisation. This “con-
junction analysis” indicates what related processes are involved in musical improvisation. 
These findings reinforce the statements made by performers themselves.
Covering a large amount of material in a relatively short book, I sometimes wished for 
a more careful consideration of a topic. For example, the concept of cadence seems to be an 
important component of musical schemata which Berkowitz compares to linguistic syntax 
in Chapter Five. But the tonal concept of cadence, and therefore tonality, used is essentially 
a Western concept and should be more clearly identified as such. A fuller examination of 
another musical system might support a more universal model. For example, in much of the 
music of Africa musical units often have a direct connection with language. Overall, there is 
much to praise in The Improvising Mind. The way Berkowitz is able to combine interviews 
and treatises regarding the pedagogy and experience of improvisation with original scientific 
investigation is commendable. His theorizations of the similarities and differences between 
developing linguistic and musical competence will certainly be useful for scholars and edu-
cators alike. A theory of music and language based on experimental scientific evidence can 
inform the theories developed based on ethnographic data.
Steven Spinner
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Although serious scholarship on musical theater in the United States has increased remark-
ably in the past few years, due in large if not exclusive part to Yale University Press’s Broad-
way Masters Series and Oxford University Press’s even more recent Broadway Legacy Series, 
considerations of pre-twentieth century trends and practices remain underrepresented in the 
literature. Perhaps this is in part because, as Katherine K. Preston noted in “American Mu-
sical Theatre Before the Twentieth Century,” musical theater activity in the eighteenth and, 
especially, nineteenth centuries was “a tangled mess.” Yet, Preston continued, “the job of the 
historian is to clarify and attempt to put into some kind of order the messiness of a bygone 
era. And the richness of that period makes the job both difficult and important” (p. 3). Three 
traditions of imported pre-twentieth century musical theater in the United States generally 
make it into the histories: Offenbach’s opéras-bouffes, Gilbert and Sullivan, and Viennese 
operetta. All three were intended for mainstream American audiences, and their influence on 
homegrown models has been noted. Non-English language performances, on the other hand, 
are barely mentioned in the literature. Indeed, until this book, the most substantial consider-
ation of this repertory was John Koegel’s own “Non-English-Language Musical Theatre in 
the United States,” which appears in the second (but not the first) edition of The Cambridge 
Companion to the Musical.
Koegel recognizes what Preston describes as the importance and difficulty of the task of 
coming to grips with the early repertories, performance traditions, and social importance of 
nineteenth century musical theater. The difficulty, in particular, is demonstrated by the length 
of time between the idea for this book, which began in 1984, and its eventual publication in 
2009. Further, Koegel wisely did not try to deal with all musical theater activity before the 
twentieth century. Instead, he focused on one area of that activity and brought his discussion 
into the twentieth century, although nearly all of it is concerned with activity before the 1920s. 
The result is a thorough, well written, and important book on a largely ignored but integral 
influence on musical theater in the United States. Koegel also reaches beyond the historical 
and deals with the cultural, social, and artistic aspects of the German immigrant experience in 
New York during the suggested time frame. This results in what Peter Conolly-Smith, in his 
Foreword, calls a “rich ethnohistorical background” (p. xvii).
Until now, the only other book on German theater in New York was Fritz Leuchs’s The 
Early German Theatre in New York, 1840–1872. Perhaps because Leuchs’s essential work is 
concerned almost exclusively with non-musical theater (despite much theater designated as 
such having used music in various capacities, as Koegel demonstrates), Koegel has placed 
special emphasis on the music in the many productions he discusses, providing numerous 
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in-text musical examples, multiple lyrics quoted at length and provided in German and clear 
English translations, and a valuable CD featuring twenty songs, largely by Adolf Philipp, 
that demonstrate the quality and spirit of music seldom revisited until now. Interestingly, of 
the fifteen songs on the CD, which also includes five instrumental selections, six are directly 
related to the immigrant experience and one, about a country rustic’s arrival in Paris, directly 
quotes Robert Schumann’s well known “The Happy Farmer” from his Album for the Young, 
German music that would have been known by many in his audiences. The recorded examples 
also include representative dance types used in productions, from a galop to a polka to the 
omnipresent late nineteenth century waltz, a few sentimental songs, and comic songs. The 
songs relating to immigrants and their experience in the “new” world are all from 1903 or be-
fore, which suggests the increasing acceptance of assimilation and a gradual move away from 
the songs of sentimental longing for the Heimatland, or homeland. Even the titles of the late 
nineteenth century shows featuring such homesick musical longing imply the experience of 
assimilation: Der Corner Grocer aus der Avenue A (1893), for instance, or Der Pawnbroker 
von der East Side (1894). All the examples are well performed and recorded.
Koegel has organized the impressive results of his research into three sections, the middle 
of which he calls an entr’acte. The first section, which spends a good deal of time discussing 
the important career of entrepreneur-manager-conductor-composer Adolf Neuendorff, con-
siders the various genres popular in the German theater and the theaters that showcased them. 
In addition to introducing Neuendorff, Koegel discusses a multitude of fascinating and all but 
forgotten figures, among them playwright-actor-singer Johann Nestroy. Nestroy’s most suc-
cessful musical farce, for which he wrote the libretto but not the music, was Der böse Geist 
Lumpacivagabundus, oder Das liederliche Kleebatt (1840), one of the earliest, and certainly 
one of the most popular, of the works considered in the book: Lumpacivagabundus, as Koe-
gel refers to it, remained in the repertory of theaters in New York and elsewhere until the era 
of World War I. Among the other interesting discussions in this part of the book is that of 
New York’s “blue laws” prohibiting performances on Sundays and the Germans’ clever ways 
around the prohibition.
Koegel’s entr’acte is in two parts, the first of which considers many of the talented and 
often gifted German language performers who gave life to this repertory. The second chapter 
is a fascinating discussion of the many so-called “Dutch” (from Deutsch, or German) acts 
that used heavily accented English, the accent being a combination of German and Yiddish, 
to portray often dimwitted immigrant characters. (Acts exploiting other ethnicities, especially 
Irish and Italian, were also popular in the nineteenth century.) The Dutch acts were primarily 
for English dominant audiences; another kind of dialect, Germerican, had a similar effect on 
the German language audiences.
The third section of the book deals at length with impresario-actor-playwright-composer-
director (!) Adolf Philipp, who importantly created a large, but largely forgotten, body of 
German musical comedies, and it reveals Koegel at the height of his skills. Although Philipp 
has remained known to some scholars (an entry for him, by Koegel, can be found in The New 
Grove Dictionary of American Music), his work was mostly considered lost and he had all 
but disappeared from the dialogue, such as it has been, about late nineteenth century musical 
theater. Yet Philipp was incredibly successful, having written dozens of popular musical com-
edies and operettas, many of which appeared on Broadway as well as on German language 
stages. Through meticulous research and, subsequently, caring and careful prose, Koegel has 
reestablished Philipp as perhaps one of the most important figures of the nineteenth century 
New York stage. This section is particularly rewarding, not only because it introduces the 
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reader to someone who very much needed an introduction, but also because it demonstrates 
the very high level of Koegel’s accomplishments.
The third section is followed by almost 100 pages of useful appendices, which are fol-
lowed in turn by extensive notes, a lengthy bibliography, and a detailed index.
In the end, Koegel’s wonderful book achieves several goals. The first is to provide a his-
tory long awaiting its telling. The sheer enormity of this repertory and the legions of those 
who created, produced, and performed it is staggering when compared to the complete lack 
of its presence in the histories of musical theater in the United States, and Koegel has single 
handedly changed that condition. This alone is an accomplishment to be appreciated and ap-
plauded. But Koegel has done more than just tell a story. He has situated this theatrical history 
within the vast multicultural web of culture and performance in the United States in general 
and nineteenth century New York in particular. He spends much time discussing the details 
of immigrant life in New York and how it was reflected, satirized, and often celebrated in this 
repertory. Indeed, these discussions often inform how the reader experiences Koegel’s assess-
ment of the stage works and their reception. Surely this is what all writers about the musical 
theater, regardless of the era, strive for. Or should.
Despite its heftiness—the text is 380 pages, 100 pages of appendices, 52 pages of notes—
Koegel’s writing is extremely reader friendly. While the depth of scholarship is always obvi-
ous, it is revealed through the writing, not obfuscated by it. Those weary of jargon-laden and 
awkwardly composed monographs will welcome Koegel’s work for this reason alone. But 
there are many, many other facets of this book to celebrate, among them the illumination of 
what had heretofore been an unlit corner of the literature on musical theater in the United 
States.
Jim Lovensheimer
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Intonations tells how Angola’s urban residents in the late colonial period (roughly 1945–74) 
used music as a counter dialog with colonial power, and to define what it meant to be Angolan 
during the struggle for independence. Through extensive interviews with singers and musi-
cians and archival materials that survived civil wars, this well-written, engaging, and innova-
tive study filled with illustrations, informative footnotes, and an audio CD is an outstanding 
contribution to the literature of independence movements and their music. Moorman’s subject 
is the negotiation of a national identity for an independent Angola through the popular mu-
sic performed in the musseques, or shantytowns, during Angola’s struggle for independence. 
Moorman’s examination of popular music draws attention to the ways in which it contributed 
to the development of nationalism in colonial Angola and, by contrast, the heavy-handed man-
ner in which the post-independent Angolan government employed it. She argues that songs, 
musical instruments, dances and rhythms were as important to the process of nation as were 
the weapons of war, guerilla maneuvers and political slogans that have dominated the history 
and historiography of Angolan independence. Through her examination of the social relations 
related to the production and consumption of music, Intonations demonstrates how men and 
women forged a sense of national identity, or “Angolanness,” in the late colonial era. As both 
musicians and their audiences began to imagine an Angola on their own terms, they were 
engaged in a psychological and expressive process of “cultural sovereignty” that was also 
inescapably political. Thus, rather than portraying the production and consumption of popular 
music as feeding or reflecting a narrowly defined political nationalism, Moorman explores a 
cultural process that helped unite people in an imagined, and ultimately independent, nation. 
It would be difficult to imagine a more political act.
Using Benedict Anderson’s study on nationalism as a paramount theoretical reference, 
Moorman proposes a “culturalist” approach to the emergence of nation and nationalism in 
Angola. She primarily distinguishes the nation as a political formation from its cultural refer-
ences, and “nationalism” from “nation,” by creating a framework she calls “cultural sover-
eignty.” By applying this concept to the Angolan case, she extricates Angolan national forma-
tion from the nationalism of the armed struggle and locates it as a phenomenon that almost 
autonomously emerged in the slums of Luanda, whose inhabitants were in the process of 
forging an idea of national culture. However, for Moorman (unlike Anderson), what propelled 
the circulation of ideas and cultural artifacts was not print capitalism, but what she coins as 
“sonorous capitalism.” The idea implicit here is that Angolan music produced during the pe-
riod of late colonialism and that circulated through the airwaves and vinyl, was the harbinger 
of the formation Angolan consciousness.
Part of what makes Moorman’s discussion so interesting is her determination to listen to 
the “sonorous capitalism” produced and consumed by those people who are sometimes left 
out of official dialogues and narratives about history. The music that she sees as defining the 
nation is the music that isn’t necessarily overtly political or nationalistic – often it is the mu-
sic performed in nightclubs, in parties, on the streets from day to day. She argues that it was 
through popular urban music that Angolans forged the nation and developed expectations 
about nationalism. The spread of radio technology and the establishment of a recording in-
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dustry in the early 1970s repositioned the urban soundscape and cultural ethos via broadcasts 
music throughout the country. When the formerly exiled independent movements returned to 
Angola in 1975, they found a population receptive to their nationalist message albeit with dif-
ferent expectations about the promises of independence. In producing and consuming music, 
Angolans formed a new image of independence and nationalist politics.
Moorman describes, for example, the valorization of Ngola Ritmos as the nationalistic 
music group, the only group that enters into the history books because of their careful use 
of Angolan instruments and languages as well as their overt political action during the inde-
pendence struggle. Yet the enthusiasm of her informants is reserved for a different group, Oz 
Kiezos, a band whose music was tied more closely into their own memories and lived experi-
ences. It was the common people of Angola, rather than the valiant politicians, and the music 
associated with their more ordinary experiences, rather than the music created for overtly po-
litical purposes, that provided a forum for the imagining of Angola and an Angolan identity, 
and the formation of a nationalist ideal. It is striking that Moorman describes the advent of 
independence, when official forces recognized and attempted to appropriate the power of this 
sort of music, as the death of popular musical creativity in Angola.
The reconstructions of Luanda’s musseques and the ways that Moorman brings these 
spaces and their denizens alive are some of Intonations’ greatest contributions. Moorman 
unpacks the physical space, rendering the portrayal of the musseques into interconnected, yet 
distinct neighborhoods, and also reconstructs the web of social relations both across and with-
in these spaces and the ways they changed over time. Moorman goes against the grain of the 
work done by previous scholars who portrayed the musseques as places of “urban malaise” 
(p. 36), making instead the case of musseques being places of creativity—where “the musical 
tradition of rural areas met and mixed with European tradition to form a unique new urban 
popular music” (p. 54). However, the lengthy elaboration on “musseques” also serves a stra-
tegic purpose. Moorman seeks not only to contrast slums to shiny asphalt, looking from center 
to the periphery, but, more importantly, to build a context of “anti-colonial ethics” rooted in 
the musseques, that starkly contrasts with the hegemonic mindset based upon colonial ideol-
ogy and the tenets of lusotropicalism.
Marissa J. Moorman presents a fascinating social and cultural history of the relationship 
between Angolan culture and politics. Intonations deals with the subversive possibilities of 
popular music in Angola’s shantytowns during the struggle for independence, and the numb-
ing effects of governmental appropriation. This important work is probably best-suited for a 
graduate-level course. Moorman is at her best when she is engaging existing historiography 
and the dominant nationalist narrative. The writing is fresh, clever, and the argument nuanced 
and layered, making for a compelling work that evokes the emergence and intense life of Lu-
anda’s late colonial music scene with depth and scholarly passion.
Frank Gunderson
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Facing the Music is a rich treatment of materials vitally important for all ethnomusicologists 
and other music educators (in the broadest sense), music performers, “musickers” and oth-
ers. Huib Schippers comes from a long and diverse history of engagement with world mu-
sic education and training, combining extensive experience in teaching, performance, music 
criticism, the record trade, senior management, and research. His energetic and peripatetic 
career—he is at present director of the Queensland Conservatorium of Griffith University 
(Brisbane) and of its Research Centre—has created a diverse professional background which 
has equipped the author for the synthesizing perspectives which I believe to be the book’s 
most important contribution.
Throughout, the author deconstructs numerous terms and concepts we all perhaps blithely 
overuse. An example is his parsing of the term “World Music,” to which he applies one of his 
many (often five-fold) schemata: as a product of a particular people, society, and geography 
and time; as the “music of the Other “; as a result of musical interaction between cultures; 
as a marketing tool; as [the concept of a] “universal language.” His own definition of “world 
music,” building upon and departing somewhat from the preceding, can serve as a sort of 
anchor for and thesis of the book: “World music is the phenomenon of musical concepts, rep-
ertoires, genres, styles, and instruments traveling, establishing themselves, or mixing in new 
cultural environments” (p. 27). His major preoccupation throughout is the transplantation and 
recontextualization of musical traditions, and the necessary and pragmatic negotiations and 
translations educators, whether performers or “presenters,” are obliged to make. In course of 
his argument, he employs a large number of citations that draw from an exceptionally rich 
bibliography. The wide range of his investigations, and his hard-nosed interrogation of “re-
ceived” attitudes are the greatest strengths of Facing the Music.
Schippers is eminently non-essentialist: he cogently reminds us that in this era of a vastly 
shrunken globe, familiarity and “ownership” have everything to do with media, exposure, and 
affinity, rather than ethnicity. The preceding definition “dampens Eurocentrism, as it recog-
nizes traffic in all directions” (p. 28).
Other terms he questions include the very vague, broad, charged, and overused concepts 
“tradition,” “authenticity,” and “context.” He states that 
[a] more dynamic interpretation of these terms can open the road to greater under-
standing of contemporary realities in music education at all levels, and enable teach-
ers to apply these concepts more successfully to everyday studio, community, and 
classroom practice. (p. xvii)
After the prologue, the book is organized into seven chapters which “shed light on spe-
cific aspects of world music in education from a different perspective and/or with a different 
methodology” (p. xix). They are: “Journeys in Music” (an “auto-ethnography “); “Positioning 
‘World Music’ in Education: A Conceptual History” (a history of approaches and terminol-
ogy); “The Myth of Authentic Traditions in Context” (a deconstruction of core concepts); 
“Global Perspectives on Learning and Teaching Music: An Analysis“; “Communities, Cur-
ricula, and Conservatories […]” (a “critique of approaches and practices from the past which 
have survived […] “); “Toward a Global Understanding of Learning and Teaching Music” 
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(a “framework that makes visible a number of the explicit and implicit choices in music 
transmission and learning […]“); and “Music Cultures in Motion […]” (an in-depth “case 
study“).
In Schippers’ brief, perceptive critiques of some of the most important Music Education 
literature dealing with the appropriate scope of the field he necessarily reveals his own incli-
nations and adumbrates his main arguments. The first is Keith Swanwick’s Music, Mind, and 
Education (1998), in which the author argues for an emphasis on experienced sound, as op-
posed to context. The next is Bennett Reimer’s Philosophy of Music Education (1970/2003), 
which he sees as espousing (in what Schippers considers a traditional, perhaps ethnocentric 
[my words, not his] stance) a grounding in Western music from which to examine other mu-
sics, and thus treating cultural diversity “as a foreign presence on the outside […]” (p. 34). 
He clearly most approves of the third author, David Elliot, who in his Music Matters (1995) 
maintains that “[music] is inherently multicultural” (p. 34) and that “a truly multicultural 
[music] curriculum connects the individual self with the personhood of other musicians and 
audiences in other times and places” and that “the effectiveness of music […] resides in its 
essential nature as praxis: as thinking-in-action” (p. 35). One can see in this a line of thinking 
akin to that of Jeff Todd Titon’s idea of a “musical way of ‘being in the world’” (2008: 32), 
and of course one very allied to performance studies.
We thus see a concern both with context and sound, but one in which “authentic” con-
textual presentation is more and more difficult to determine, due to the increasingly global 
and continuous re-contextualization with which Schippers is so preoccupied. He deconstructs 
assorted “authenticities,” quite rightly noting the general lack of interest in even the general 
concept of authenticity among contemporary ethnomusicologists. He considers “the task of 
the educator [to be] one of making choices of ‘strategic inauthenticity’” (p. 52), locating both 
“authentic contexts” and the concept of “authenticity” in general along one of the numerous 
graphic continua he presents throughout the book. He very cogently states that “a powerful 
piece of music presented ‘inauthentically’ out of context may engage listeners more than an 
academically approved, traditional piece, especially if the connection with the learners is well 
conceived and carefully presented” (p. 59). We can see in this statement resonance with ideas, 
which intersect ethnomusicology and composition and performance informed by ethnomu-
sicology, of “ethnomusicological space” and de-contextualization in the interest of creative 
adaptation (see Bakan 1999; Solís 2004).
While decrying notation-bound traditions of music education, he perceptively notes that 
holistic learning (“what some others have referred to as osmosis” [p. 83]) may lead to per-
fect imitation of a work or style, but “without understanding,” while an “atomistic approach 
may result in a correct but slightly stiffer rendering of a work, without clear consciousness of 
the whole” (p. 85) and also noting that technology (Walkman, iPod, etc.) can combine these 
two.
Having engaging examined these many parameters and continua which music educators 
are obliged to confront, including: context, authenticity, monocultural—multicultural—in-
tercultural—transcultural; explicit—implicit theory; static—fluid tradition; holism—atom-
ism; notation—aurality; tangible—intangible aspects of music learning; and many others, he 
strives to synthesize this extraordinarily provocative and rich bouillabaisse of ideas in a kind 
of “unitary field theory” (my use of the term, not his): a sort of “continuum of continua” which 
he calls the “Twelve Continuum Transmission Framework” or “TCTF.” This, he maintains, 
“provides a solid basis for examining and assessing key elements in teaching music across 
cultures” (p. 124). It also “has considerable potential as a descriptive, predictive, and even 
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prescriptive tool” (p. 136). He also believes it can facilitate “a more fruitful dialogue among 
musicians, music educators, and ethnomusicologists in understanding and building vibrant 
cultures of transmission” (p. 136). I agree, if one can navigate the subtleties and logistics of 
the many parameters, which can challenge even the most experienced world music scholars. 
In view of the fact that all the good will in the world cannot prevent a worthy attack from 
foundering without sufficient and proper ammunition, I submit that Schippers might have 
even created at least two more continua: the first dealing with available resources (financial, 
audiovisual, organological, etc.), and the other with training of implementers.
I believe that Facing the Music is a remarkable achievement, systematically and realisti-
cally bringing to bear a wide variety of world experience upon the problems of an appropriate 
music education in the face of immeasurable modern complexities of cultural/musical iden-
tity. Schippers leaves no cliché unexamined and unmolested, “afflicting the comfortable,” and 
in the process tours an admirable variety of the available literature. Facing the Music should 
be required reading for all music educators.
Ted Solís
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Martin Stokes, The Republic of Love: Cultural Intimacy in Turkish Popular Mu-
sic. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010. xi + 219 pp., b&w photographs, 
music examples, map, footnotes, bibliography, discography, index. ISBN 
9780226775050 (cloth) US$ 85.00; ISBN 9780226775067 (paper) US$ 29.00.
In Republic of Love: Cultural Intimacy in Turkish Popular Music, Stokes argues that “Turk-
ish musicians have played a vitally important (and hitherto neglected) role in the liberal pe-
riod’s public discourses and transformation” (p. 34). Through an analysis of cultural intimacy, 
Stokes’ project is to investigate “how musical meanings and practices have been central to 
the broader configuration of the Republic of Love and its transformations” (p. 34). He accom-
plishes this through a consideration of the lives and musical works of several iconic singers 
of post-1950 Turkey: fasıl artist Zeki Müren, arabesk singer Orhan Gencebay, pop diva Sezen 
Aksu, art music singer Münir Nürettin Selçuk, Münir’s son Timur Selçuk, and transgender 
diva Bülent Ersoy. All of these singers, in varying ways, have been at the forefront of the 
Turkish popular music industry, yet the term “popular” only partly encompasses the myriad 
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repertoires they sang and the different contexts in which they performed. While Sezen Aksu 
is famous for stadium concerts, Orhan Gencebay rarely gave concerts, and Zeki Müren and 
Bülent Ersoy performed at gazinos and other venues.
Republic of Love, more than any book I’ve ever read, is a model for how to make music 
relevant to cultural studies and cultural studies theories relevant to thinking through music 
and the lives of musicians. Stokes’ intervention arrives in the wake of a twenty-year debate 
within Turkish sociology and cultural studies concerning the nature of a Turkish public sphere 
and precisely how to define a distinctly Turkish modernity. Up until now, such work has typi-
cally drawn on Benedict Anderson’s concept of imagined community and Jürgen Habermas’ 
theory of the public sphere, yet neither work seems to adequately encompass the specificity 
of Turkey. Stokes suggests that such questions, in Turkey, are most productively approached 
from tracing changing conceptions of love, and he advances a theory of the economy of af-
fect that extends Barthes’ writings on sentimentalism to include recent theories of cultural 
intimacy (i. e., Berlant, Warner, and Herzfeld). The first chapter of the book outlines this theo-
retical framework, as well as several key components of the analysis: modernity in Turkey, 
government-instigated music reform movements, popular music and Islam, and the space of 
the gazino (an important nightclub where many of the musics studied in the book were first 
performed). The first chapter stands on its own; it is an excellent essay that could be a core 
reading for graduate courses in Mediterranean and Middle Eastern studies, popular music 
studies or cultural anthropology.
Chapter two is concerned with the life and work of Zeki Müren (1931–1996), a highly 
regarded yet controversial Republican art music singer who crossed over into fantezi and ara-
besk performance later in his career. Much of the controversy surrounding Müren concerned 
his sexuality, fueled by the increasing femininity of his clothing and mannerisms that mani-
fested in both his public performances and his film roles starting in the 1970s. Stokes cites 
recent queer readings of Müren that provide a basis for understanding the seeming paradox 
between his sexuality and the kind of populist, national nostalgia (replete with a state funeral) 
that transpired after his death in 1996. Throughout the chapter Stokes is concerned with the 
melancholy that characterizes much of Müren’s work; he analyzes this in relation to modal 
(makam) issues, to matters of form, to vocal timbre, and to Müren’s cultivation of a distinctive 
style of microphone singing.
Prior to the publication of Republic of Love, the only major book-length English-lan-
guage work on Turkish popular music was Stokes’ The Arabesk Debate: Music and Musicians 
in Modern Turkey (1992). Long out of print, The Arabesk Debate nonetheless has remained 
a seminal work on popular music in the Mediterranean and Middle East. Orhan Gencebay (b. 
1944) is typically regarded as the first arabesk musician (a moniker he denies), and Gence-
bay figures prominently in both The Arabesk Debate and chapter three of the present vol-
ume. Stokes intersperses musical analysis (of the fantezi-arabesk song “Batsın bu dünya,” “A 
curse on the world“) with interviews, popular press critique and a reception study to support 
the claim that Gencebay’s music constitutes an “affectionate modernism.” This chapter was, 
for me, the highlight of the book. Stokes persuasively argues that the aesthetic innovations 
(in mode, form, timbre and orchestration) and the cultivation of particular affects came to 
have tangible political consequences, concluding that Gencebay “has enabled conversation 
between Turkey’s elites and popular classes […] this has been a genuine, if fragile, achieve-
ment” (p. 105).
Diva Sezen Aksu (b. 1954) began a career in the music industry in the late 1970s, a career 
that was profoundly affected (perhaps, even inadvertently facilitated) by the 1980 military 
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coup. Chapter four situates her work in the post-1980 environment of music privatization, eth-
nic and minority religious politicization, and increasing urban fascination with Anatolian folk 
music culture. Unlike the other chapters, there is no sustained analysis of Aksu’s music. In-
stead, Stokes interweaves narratives of “emotion and sexuality as neoliberal civility” (p. 111) 
with discussions of Aksu’s flirtations with performing Alevi and Kurdish repertoire. Stokes 
regards the album Işık doğudan yükselir (Light from the East, 1995) as marking the arrival of 
a “world music” idiom to Turkey, and discusses this as a form of cosmopolitanism.
In the fifth chapter, Stokes compares three recorded versions of the song “Aziz İstanbul” 
(Beloved Istanbul) in order to trace changing conceptions of nostalgia and melancholy. For 
Stokes, nostalgia and melancholy in “Aziz İstanbul” are sites of struggle and controversy over 
three key issues: the “place of the Turkish musical past in the modern” (p. 150), “changing rep-
resentations of intimacy” (p. 151), and Istanbul’s changing cityscape. In the 1950s, art music 
singer Münir Nurettin Selçuk set the poem (by the Turkish nationalist politician/poet Yahya Ke-
mal Beyatlı) to music. Stokes reads this version, complete with its opening lullaby melody and 
“instrumental ezan” section, as part of the early Republic era anxiety surrounding late Ottoman 
art music. Bülent Ersoy’s version, recorded forty years later, finds the work subject to an “ara-
beskization” process, whereby some of the subtlety of Münir Nurettin’s original is lost and re-
placed with an erotic sensibility. Timur Selçuk, Münir Nurettin’s son, recorded a version in 2003 
that in part tried to reclaim his father’s “populist modernism” (p. 178), but did so through the 
addition of harmony and counterpoint. While the abbreviated musical analysis supports Stokes’ 
arguments about Turkish musical modernizations and representations of intimacy, controversy 
over Istanbul’s cityscape mainly transpires in liner notes and the critical press.
I have only a couple criticisms of the work. First, I would have liked to see more analysis 
of the music of Sezen Aksu. The Orhan Gencebay chapter was so striking for the extent to 
which seemingly minute details about musical mode, arrangement and performance directly 
bolstered the broader theoretical arguments of the book. Yet, the Aksu chapter primarily dis-
cusses media criticism and the multiply mediated image of Aksu, eschewing for the most part 
a consideration of musical soundings. The one musical aspect that stands out is the change 
in the “grain” of Aksu’s voice (another reference to Barthes), but it is precisely here where I 
wanted to see more engagement with the rich Turkish-language vocabulary for describing vo-
cal technique and vocalizations, and with ethno/musicological work on the voice. My second 
critique concerns the treatment of modal theory (makam) within the work. I was surprised to 
read a sustained account of the correlation between makam Nihavend (a mode which Stokes 
describes in modernist terms as being close to the Western minor mode) and the melancholic 
state of hüzün. While I have often seen makams Hüzzam, Hicaz and Kürdilihicazkar de-
scribed in relation to hüzün, the most commonly cited affective quality of Nihavend is found 
within music therapy, where it is prescribed to bring a state of “blissful peace” (huzur) to 
the listener. Nothing in the two major current theory works (Özkan 1984 and Kutluğ 2000) 
suggests this correlation. To be sure, there are melancholic works in makam Nihavend, such 
as Göksel Baktagir’s Nihavend Saz Semaisi subtitled “Hüzün” and the song “Menekşelendi 
sular” (The waters went violet) that Stokes analyzes in chapter two, but I would argue that in 
these cases hüzün would best be considered as extrinsic to makam-affect.
The Republic of Love is at the core a study of Turkish modernism. Stokes provides a rich 
theoretical vocabulary for understanding the affective aspects of modernism while convinc-
ingly demonstrating how an attention to musical details can play a constitutive role in formu-
lating such an analysis.
Eliot Bates
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There is a growing interest in exploring the musical practices of Chinese communities out-
side of China. These two books record the histories of Chinese immigrants beyond China’s 
border and the musical cultures of Chinese Americans and Taiwanese, from the perspectives 
of diaspora and transnationalism. They are part of a growing number of studies now available 
that shed light on transnationalism and the music of the diaspora, as these concepts have be-
come important in both academic research and political discourse.
The innovative monograph Claiming Diaspora by Su Zheng, an Asian/Chinese American 
musician and ethnomusicologist, describes the complex musical activities and musical culture 
of Asian/Chinese Americans in America, centered on cosmopolitan New York City. It begins 
in the second half of the nineteenth century and, using a critical ethnographic approach, con-
tinues into the twenty-first century. Zheng explores areas ranging from traditional opera to 
modern instrumental music, from ethnic media networks to popular music, from Asian Ameri-
can jazz to avant-garde composers. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, Zheng’s analyses 
and critiques draw on the theory of transnationalism, cultural identity and political discourse. 
Although this book does not include any accompanying sound recordings, Zheng gives some 
musical notations as examples to illustrate specific musical genres.
Claiming Diaspora consists of eight chapters. Differing from the conventional mono-
graph, one peculiarity is that the book’s structure is neither chronologically ordered nor does 
it represent the evolution of a specific music genre. Chapter one presents ethnographic scenes 
that depict Asian Americans and Chinese Americans who participated in a series of cultural 
events in the United States between 1989 and 1996. They also reveal how Chinese immigrants 
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have struggled, endured and overcome cultural barriers in order to gain the right to claim 
themselves to be “Asian/Chinese Americans.” This combined term includes both Chinese im-
migrants (and descendants of Chinese immigrants) and Asian Americans in America and is 
habitually used in the United States. In the following section, Zheng stresses the importance 
of giving an account of her own multiple identity in order to show where she stands and how 
she deals with her research subject. Her aim is to examine music as a vehicle for understand-
ing the cultural meanings that result from Asian/Chinese American activities (p. 7).
Chapter two presents the negotiation and transformation of Asian/Chinese American cul-
tural identity through an ethnomusicological exploration of diasporic transnationalism. By 
debating diasporic transnational discourse in terms of the contradictory concepts of globaliza-
tion, localization and travel, Zheng argues that “diaspora is not just a revived old term denot-
ing a state of geocultural being for groups of dispersed people, but a new analytical category 
with which we take part in current discourses on cultural politics, and a new empowering 
consciousness for many people who are struggling in their everyday lives to live with, claim, 
and belong to multiple cultural identities” (p. 28). Zheng gives an example that describes the 
change in an Asian/Chinese American’s cultural identity effected by music to illustrate the 
emergence of a new pan-Asian American identity that will complement previous Chinese or 
American identities rather than replace them. This new pan-Asian American identity claimed 
by Asian/Chinese Americans redefines the concepts of America and American so that they 
contain multicultural, multinational, multiracial, multihistoric and multilinguistic meanings.
In chapter three, Zheng draws on a wide array of literature to explore the history of Chi-
nese American immigrants and their experience of the various types of Chinese music per-
formed in America, particularly in New York City, between 1849 and 1999. Zheng argues 
that music has been an important vehicle for strengthening Chinese American sojourners’ and 
immigrants’ diasporic experiences by expressing their cultural identities in opposition to op-
pression and prejudice in the American social-political environment. Conversely, Americans 
perceived Chinese music as an Oriental sound that has eventually merged into the American 
cultural landscape through the efforts of generations of Chinese musicians and community 
leaders (p. 67).
Moving away from the social-political landscape of Asian/Chinese America and towards 
the Chinese American soundscape, in chapter four Zheng surveys the development of a wide 
range of Chinese musical genres and compares diasporic experience of performances in New 
York with those in the homeland, China. The purpose of this chapter is to claim that Asian/
Chinese music is no longer a traditional acculturation, a term conventionally used to describe 
Chinese music culture outside China. She sees the formation of Asian/Chinese music as an 
expression of the cultural appreciation of Chinese music, constructed by the musicians’ taste 
and preferences, social class and musical aesthetics in heterogeneous Chinese American com-
munities.
In chapter five Zheng examines diverse musical practices in the context of a spatial jour-
ney connecting the Chinese American musical world and the political geo-cultural dynamics 
of New York City. This enables her to explore the meanings and strategies of music making 
of Chinese Americans in the private and public spheres. Additionally, Zheng argues that Chi-
nese Americans approach the breaking down of traditional boundaries by deconstructing and 
destabilizing boundaries based on the constraints and limits being imposed onto them by the 
dominant social and cultural power. They face these challenges through their experiences in 
breaking down traditional notions of ethnic boundaries (p. 200).
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In chapter six Zheng addresses the manipulation of the Chinese American musical world 
by the media, specifically popular music and transnational ethnic media networks. She con-
siders these elements to have constructed the collective imagination and subjectivity in Chi-
nese American society. She reveals that the productions of transnational ethnic media and 
media networks have effected a tremendous change in Chinese American music by crossing 
boundaries and reducing the distance between host society and homeland. In the meantime, 
music produced in one place is consumed globally, made available via the Internet. It is the 
diasporic environment that has promoted the emerging transnational media and ethnic net-
works through the lives of Chinese Americans.
Moving away from the context of transnational cultural media interconnections, the sev-
enth chapter is based on interviews with seven musicians who have undergone diasporic expe-
rience. Every single immigration story is unique yet representative. Through exploring indi-
vidual experience and musical practice, Zheng reveals the heterogeneous and complex reality 
of contemporary Chinese American society (p. 262).
A central discussion in the final chapter is that the culture of Chinese American musi-
cians in modern America is constructed from the complex entanglement of multiple forces: 
the dramatic growth in the Chinese American population, individual musicians’ endeavors, 
economic prosperity, the pluralistic nature of American society, and the involvement of ethnic 
culture brokers, media, cultural institutions, transnational musicians and transnational mar-
kets. Zheng argues that diasporic experience provides the means of communication and an 
interactive platform for Chinese Americans to connect with the world and American society, 
in order to better understand cultural differences in the modern world (pp. 288–289).
Claiming Diaspora provides numerous informative, thoughtful, and refreshing insights by 
analyzing Chinese American history and its musical culture in terms of diaspora and trans-
national connections. I would recommend the book to anyone who is interested in studying 
the issues of Chinese American identity, Chinese music, Chinese diaspora, or more generally 
diaspora, transnationalism and cultural identity.
Moskowitz’s Cries of Joy, Songs of Sorrow is an academic monograph that explores con-
temporary Mandopop (Mandarin Chinese-language pop music), a recent genre of commer-
cialized music dating back to the mid-1990s. Although the book’s subtitle suggests that it is 
about Chinese pop music, in reality the book only treats Taiwanese Mandopop in Taipei and 
Shanghai, which barely represents the music scenes in Taiwan and China as a whole, not to 
mention other Chinese communities. Moskowitz seems to regard Mandopop as a genre of 
pan-Chinese pop music popularized by Taiwanese singers. He further differentiates the genre 
into “Gang-Tai pop” (popular music from Hong Kong and Taiwan) and “PRC pop” (popular 
music from China). In fact, the term “Gang-Tai pop” is no longer applicable after Hong Kong 
was returned to China in 1997. The explanations of both terms are given in the glossary, but 
their meanings are not clearly differentiated. In my view, it would have helped the reader if 
the terms related to “Mandopop” had been properly defined and used consistently throughout 
the book.
There have been several other recent monographs about Chinese popular music published 
in English, such as Yellow Music by Andrew Jones (2001), China’s New Voices by Nimrod 
Baranovitch (2003), and China with a Cut by Jeroen de Kloet (2010), all of which give a broad 
historical and cultural perspective about Chinese popular music, including discussion about 
the issues of post-colonial modernity/globalization, ethnicity, gender, class and identity in 
the People’s Republic of China (PRC). However, Moskowitz argues that the development of 
Mandopop in Taiwan had previously been ignored, even though it represents a huge propor-
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tion of the pop music market in China, Taiwan and other Chinese communities (pp. 1–2). Ac-
cordingly, Moskowitz provides a cultural paradigm by examining Taiwan’s Mandopop lyrics 
and offers a comparative study of popular music in the PRC and America in order to under-
stand cultural nuances and value systems. A main focus of this study is the hybridity and fluid-
ity of Mandopop in relation to issues of cultural connotation and gender identity that reflect a 
shifting coalescence of diverse cultural influences, combining Western, Japanese, traditional 
Chinese and American culture in Taiwan.
This book consists of seven chapters. It provides an interdisciplinary glimpse into Man-
dopop, unified by a shared focus on the music industry and the cultural connotations of Man-
dopop in the PRC and Taiwan. To understand contemporary Mandopop culture, chapter one 
presents an overview of the study, which includes a prologue describing the general musical 
scene of Mandopop in the PRC and Taiwan, and the transformation of the Mandopop industry 
with regard to geographical and gender issues.
In chapter two, Moskowitz provides a historical background for understanding Chinese 
pop music in the PRC. The author explores the musical and cultural development of Man-
dopop from the 1920s to the 1990s. Firstly, he traces the origin of Chinese popular music 
in Shanghai, which was considered to be the Mecca of East Asian Jazz in the 1920s, and its 
progressive development into other music genres, including Beijing rock, the patriotic and 
revolutionary songs of the PRC, and later imported Gang-Tai pop (Taiwanese Mandopop). 
This proves to be a useful way to understand the evolution of Mandopop. Secondly, Moskow-
itz examines the musical identity of Taiwanese Mandopop, in which male performers portray 
a sensitive and vulnerable, non-patriarchal gender role, compared with the more masculine, 
patriotic and nationalistic gender roles presented by male performers in the PRC. This has 
gradually influenced audiences in the PRC, and Taiwan’s counter-invasion has had a profound 
influence on PRC culture (p. 3). Therefore, Taiwanese Mandopop has become a vehicle link-
ing Taiwan and the PRC by introducing Western music and cultural values to the PRC.
In chapter three, Moskowitz presents an overview of Taiwan’s musical history, culture, 
politics, and trajectory. He shows how Taiwanese popular music has undergone significant 
changes caused by the influence of Dutch and Japanese colonization, the arrival of the Chi-
nese Kuomintang Party, and the alliance between Taiwan and the United States. Moskowitz 
also focuses on issue of hybridity, particularly Taiwan’s cultural context which spurred the 
adoption and adaptation of Western and Japanese pop so vital to the emergence of Mandopop. 
These historical, cultural, political and economic transformations initially made Mandopop so 
appealing to audiences in Taiwan, the PRC, and Chinese-speaking overseas communities.
In chapter four, Moskowitz examines the lyrics and emotional expressions of Mandopop, 
highlighting two themes that awaken feelings of loneliness and isolation for audiences in the 
PRC and Taiwan. This contrasts with the PRC’s traditional popular music that emphasizes 
themes of passionate joy and praise of the state. Before the 1980s, Taiwanese Mandopop was 
condemned by the PRC government and banned. Since then however, Taiwanese Mandopop’s 
“cries of joy and songs of sorrow” now resonate more widely with audiences in the PRC.
Chapters five and six explore how female and male identities are constructed in Mando-
pop. Firstly, Moskowitz notes that Mandopop songs sung by female singers are mostly written 
by male songwriters, who are more famous compared with American songwriters. The ethno-
graphic scenes reveal the three most prevalent forms of female identity represented by female 
images in the “Gan-Tai pop” industry: wenrou (literally translated in English as tender and 
sensitive), lamei (spicy/hot girl) and ke’ai (cute) (p. 85). Considering the differences between 
men and women performers, Moskowitz concludes that male lyricists are more capable of 
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creating lyrics that create a feminine image and present women’s perceptions and emotions. 
In addition, the Mandopop male identity wenrou is different from the PRC’s hypermasculine 
male identity. This has proved to be an advantage for male Mandopop performers since they 
can easily switch between the opposed wenrou and bad guy image while the female and PRC 
male performers are less flexible in changing roles (p. 100).
Chapter seven examines the responses and criticism that Mandopop in Taiwan has re-
ceived from Westerners. The two Western interviewees acknowledge that while Mandopop is 
a great project, they are not at all impressed by its music (p. 112). Moskowitz doesn’t explain 
why this statement was made and why both Westerners interviewees had criticized the music. 
A clearer and comprehensible explanation regarding these statements would have been ben-
eficial, since their dislikes could have been due merely to personal preferences.
As an ethnomusicologist, I feel that the ethnographic approach used to study Mandopop 
culture was conducted in a sophisticated manner that readers will find illuminating. However, 
background information about the interviewees is too scarce. There are numerous profound 
statements about Mandopop lyrics and images scattered throughout the book, which are ana-
lyzed to show how audiences perceive and react towards the lyrics, the singer’s identity and 
image. However, there are few references to the actual music. Mandopop is a fast-changing 
genre: by the time this book was published, the singers and songs presented in chapters 4 
through 6 had already been out of fashion. Although the Mandopop culture described in this 
book is now seen as outmoded, it is a valuable contribution as it documents the history of Tai-
wanese Mandopop between 1920 and 2000.
The companion website (http://people.cas.sc.edu/moskowitz/songs.html) contains nu-
merous references and links to the Mandopop songs mentioned. This website also features 
traditional Chinese, pinyin and English translations of song lyrics, as well as videos of the 
actual performances. Although the website redeems the author who failed to mention the spe-
cific performers, songwriters, and lyrics in the book, I personally would have preferred to read 
this additional information or access it on a companion disc. Despite this criticism, this book 
is well written and well structured, inspiring and often refreshing, and fills an important gap in 
ethnomusicological research. It is therefore an indispensable source for readers who are inter-
ested in understanding Taiwan’s popular music, Asian popular music culture and Mandopop, 
although from the point of view of transnational Taiwanese rather than Chinese experience.
Ching-Yi Chen
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Andrew Killick’s book, In Search of Korean Traditional Opera: Discourses of Ch’anggŭk, is 
particularly noteworthy as it is the first volume in English by a non-Korean about the genre of 
the traditional Korean drama ch’anggŭk. I will begin this review by summarizing the book’s 
introduction and eight chapters: 
The author begins by stating that he was led to study ch’anggŭk when he was asked about 
his opinion on the genre after viewing a performance of it for the first time. He then proceeds 
to discuss Korea’s traditional culture in general, the process of researching relevant materi-
als, the organization of the book, and finally the terminology employed in the book. The first 
chapter lays out the author’s opinions on Ch’unhyang-jŏn, or The Tale of Ch’unhyang, which 
for Koreans is a favorite in the wide repertory of ch’anggŭk. The description of the love story 
about a beautiful young girl named Ch’unhyang and a young man from Seoul named Yi 
Mong-yong is enhanced by excerpts of the music.
The second chapter introduces the opinions of various scholars, both Korean and non-
Korean, regarding when and how this genre emerged, deriving opera type roles from the tra-
ditional monodrama p’ansori, as well as the author’s own views after reviewing the literature. 
The third chapter discusses performances of ch’anggŭk during the humiliating period of the 
Japanese occupation (1910–-1945). The author argues that the formation of ch’anggŭk groups 
and their activities were in line with cultural patriotism and, thus, regards today’s ch’anggŭk 
as a legacy of the colonial period. The fourth chapter looks into the development and heyday 
of yŏsŏng kukkŭk, a genre of drama which was performed exclusively by women after the lib-
eration. The author details the development of kukkŭk as a patriotic form of ch’anggŭk, as the 
name of this offshoot genre indicates, its climax in the 1950s, and sudden decline in the 1960s. 
To conclude the historical study of ch’anggŭk, the fifth chapter examines its continuation led 
by the National Changgeuk Company of Korea (NCCK) which was established in 1962. The 
chapter also describes efforts by the Ch’anggŭk Chŏngnip Wiwŏnhoe (Committee for the Es-
tablishment of Ch’anggŭk), which was formed in 1967 to seek appropriate methods for trans-
mission of the genre, and activities of the National Center for Korean Traditional Performing 
Arts (currently, The National Gugak Center), ranging from a new variation of ch’anggŭk to 
today’s movement, providing a particularly in-depth look into how the two organizations in-
vented a new tradition with their experimental performances during the period.
Chapter sixth illustrates the stories and themes of ch’anggŭk, providing detailed accounts 
of the five standard p’ansori dramas, that is, the love story of Ch’unhyang-jŏn, the story of 
a devoted daughter who sacrifices herself for her blind father in Sim Ch’ŏng-jŏn (The Tale 
of Sim Ch’ŏng), a story of brotherly love in Hŭngbo-jŏn, the story of a loyal retainer of the 
dragon king, Sugung-ga (The Song of the Underwater Palace), and finally, a military tale de-
riving from the Chinese Romance of Three Kingdoms, Chŏkpyŏk-ka (The Song of Red Cliff). 
The author offers his views on whether the stories are relevant for the genre of ch’anggŭk, and 
discusses the kinds of story structures that appeals to non-Korean audiences.
The seventh chapter deals with the music of ch’anggŭk in earnest, beginning with an 
overview of the tonal systems and rhythmic patterns of traditional Korean music based upon 
the academic achievements of both Korean and non-Korean scholars. The author discusses 
various problems arising from the form of antiphonal singing of ch’anggŭk in which several 
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men and women take turns (unlike p’ansori which is sung solo), such as differences in register 
between men and women’s voices, intervallic discords between voices and instrumental ac-
companiment, and various other problems caused by discord with the orchestra. Furthermore, 
he sharply criticizes eclectic works that incorporate other genres of traditional Korean music 
for the purpose of expanding the scope of ch’anggŭk.
In the eighth and concluding chapter, the author makes suggestions for the future direc-
tions of ch’anggŭk in answer to the question he was asked after his first encounter with it. 
He suggests that ch’anggŭk maintain its tradition and authenticity rather than blending with 
other genres. And in regard to acting and stage techniques that he says are just as important 
as music and lyrics, the author argues that non-Korean audiences would prefer symbolic and 
stylized acting and dancing, moderate props, and naturally set stages and orchestras. In this 
chapter Killick draws attention to problems with toch’ang (assistant singing) and maintains 
that small theaters are preferable for ch’anggŭk. As for the repertory, he points out that while 
dramas such as Ch’unhyang-jŏn and Paebijang-jŏn have excellent plots, Sim Ch’ŏng-jŏn is 
difficult to follow, and Hŭngbo-jŏn and Sugung-ga require particular care because they may 
look somewhat childish with the appearance of animals. In addition, he points out the need to 
further expand the repertory by adding dramas based upon traditional novels like Ku-unmong 
(A Nine-Cloud Dream) and Hwang Chini (a female entertainer of the Chosŏn dynasty). Then 
he goes on to discuss necessary dramatic elements such as inner conflicts tormenting the main 
character. He concludes the book by arguing that ch’anggŭk requires more noticeable materi-
als in music and dance than in p’ansori, along with plots that are easier to follow, which will 
hopefully then be received as internationally as the Japanese Kabuki and the Chinese Beijing 
Opera.
Overall, this book follows Korea’s ch’anggŭk in a chronological manner, employing a 
variety of materials gleaned from accurate literature and performance records, on-the-spot 
interviews with performers, and the author’s own experience from watching ch’anggŭk. I 
praise Killick for his efforts and achievements since this book will also serve as an excellent 
introduction to ch’anggŭk for foreigners who may be unfamiliar with it, insofar as it lucidly 
explains the genre from the standpoint of a foreigner.
Nevertheless, I would like to express my opinion on a few problems that I have noticed. 
First, based on the account given by Major Herbert H. Austin, the author establishes 1908 
as the time when this genre officially came into being (p. 63), but most Korean scholars 
have recently come to agree that an article published in the December 16, 1902 issue of the 
Cheguk Shinmun (Imperial Newspaper; originally, Tyeguk Shinmun) first mentions the play-
ing of ch’anggŭk. Furthermore, I disagree with the author’s argument that overcoming foreign 
intrusion was metaphorically expressed though the defiant spirit of Ch’unhyang and the rabbit 
in Ch’unhyang-jŏn and Sugung-ga, respectively (pp. 162–4). It has been construed that way 
before by other Korean and non-Korean scholars alike, but it is a far-fetched interpretation in 
that despite being invaded by China and Japan even before the formation of p’ansori, Korea 
had never before in history experienced such humiliation as the modern Japanese invasion 
and annexation. It is thus inappropriate to interpret ancient stories from the current historical 
perspective. And it is worth noting that the Tale of Ch’unhyang is about a young woman who 
is determined to maintain her chastity even at the risk of her life in keeping with Confucian 
values, and that the Korean tale of the rabbit who contrives to survive an attempt on his life 
has a thread of connections with other Asian folk tales, such as the Indian Tale of the Monkey 
and the Crocodile.
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I appreciate the author’s suggestions from a non-Korean perspective for making ch’anggŭk 
appeal to broader audiences and particularly his opposition to biasing interpretation towards 
tales of national liberation heroes. But ch’anggŭk is not just meant for foreigners. More stories 
need to be unearthed that emphasize filial duties as does Sim Ch’ŏng-jŏn, with which Koreans 
can first identify. The author would agree, too, that it is desirable for ch’anggŭk operas to cap-
ture the sensibilities of Koreans, given his agreement with President Kim Young-sam’s slogan 
“The most Korean is the most global” (p. 217). Thus, there is nothing more important for 
ch’anggŭk than captivating the Korean heart. Although non-Korean audiences first exposed 
to ch’anggŭk may prefer traditional Korean scenery, props, and costumes, it would be difficult 
for ch’anggŭk to remain popular with Koreans if it were to remain traditional. Art will always 
evolve, and so Koreans are seeking new forms of ch’anggŭk. The fact that the direction of 
Wagnerian music dramas at the Bayreuth Festival is far removed from its original style is a 
good example of the constant evolution of art.
Kukkŭk may literally be translated as “national drama,” but there are few grounds for as-
sociating it with nationalistic sentiments. The name simply means “drama of Korea” or “Ko-
rean drama,” a neutral term stripped of nationalistic connotations. It is much like how kugak 
and kugŏ are translated as “Korean music” and “the Korean language.” Even if the name of 
the early kukkŭk groups were meant to resort to Korean nationalism, it is questionable whether 
it had much impact on ordinary Koreans. I can understand, however, what led the author to 
think that way.
This book is a clear display of Killick’s love for ch’anggŭk, which is manifested in the 
suggestions he has made for the future directions of this operatic genre. His suggestions are 
well worth considering for ch’anggŭk to succeed as a traditional opera. Above all, I appreciate 
his advice against Westernization of ch’anggŭk, and it is imperative that Koreans overcome 
their own unconscious Western orientation. However, ch’anggŭk must be made anew so that 
it will continue to move the hearts of audiences.
Jun Yon Hwang
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